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Date:           March 10, 2016 
No:                552-LR-7054 

 

By Email and Post 

 

Dr. Ahmed Shaheed 

UN Special Rapporteur on the Situation of  

Human Rights in the Islamic Republic of Iran  

OHCHR- Palais Wilson 

CH-1211 Geneva 10 

Switzerland 

 

Re: Monthly statistics of human rights violations, Between 22 November 2015 and 19 

February 2016 

 

Dear Dr. Ahmed Shaheed,  

The Iran National Council for Free Elections has prepared the attached monthly report 

on select cases of Humans Rights Violations Between 22 November 2015 and 19 

February 2016.   

This report provides an overview with a list of newly detained prisoners of conscience 

and references to assault on freedom of opinion and expression, status of prisoners’ of 

conscience, recent executions, violation of children-, women-, ethnic-, and religious 

minorities’ rights, etc. 

We are hopeful that this report will support your investigation on human rights 

violations in Iran.  We appreciate your efforts and offer our unconditional assistance to 

free all prisoners of conscience, and end the practice of torture and the death penalty in 

our beloved homeland.  
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Monthly Report on Violation of Human Rights 

Between 22 November 2015 and 19 February 2016 

Statistics Section: 

The following report is according to the result of the efforts of the Human Rights 

Commission of the Iran National Council these records and statistics hostelry in the 

census project are to collect,  analyze and document the reports filed by human rights 

defenders and related organizations. It is worth mentioning that because Iranian 

government does not allow the Human Rights organization and other groups to work 

freely, these reports are not complete reports, and only depicts a part of the systematic 

violation of human rights in Iran. Although this report has been prepared with great 

care but it is not error-free and error rate of 2% is considered in statistics. 

Name of the detainees in (22 Nov. 2015 - 19 Feb2016) are as follow: 

In these months security and police forces arrested 412 individuals, with these actions 

the right to freedom of opinion and expression, the right to liberty and security of person 

have been violated. Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of 

human rights, explicitly states that , anyone has the right to freedom of opinion 

and expression. Also in paragraph 1 article 9 International Covenant on civil and political 

rights States: Everyone has the right to freedom and security of a person, no one shall be 

arbitrarily arrested. In the foregoing paragraph to article 19 States: No one shall be 

harassed or scared because of his ideologies. Paragraph 2 of article 19 add: everyone has 

the right to freedom of expression; This right includes the freedom of study 

and inquiry and Impart information and ideas of any kinds, regardless of frontiers, either 

orally, in writing or in print, in the form of art, or through any other media of his choice. 
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The names of the detainees that were available to the Human Rights Commission are as 

follows: 

NAME SURNAME ACTIVITY DATE OF 
ARREST 

Mohammad Nourizad Political Activist 23.11.2015 

Zartosht(Isma
el) 

Ahmadi Ragheb Civil Activist 23.11.2015 

Davood Nemati Civil Activist 23.11.2015 

Ehsan Kheibar Civil Activist 23.11.2015 

Masoud Hamidi Civil Activist 23.11.2015 

Ali Babaei Civil Activist 23.11.2015 

Mohsen Haseli Civil Activist 23.11.2015 

Ismaeil Hosseini Civil Activist 23.11.2015 

Abdolazim Orooji Civil Activist 23.11.2015 

Arshia Rahmati Civil Activist 23.11.2015 

hamed Goodarzi Civil Activist 23.11.2015 

Mohsen Shoja Civil Activist 21.11.2015 

Hashem  Zeinali Civil Activist 21.11.2015 

Simin Eyvazzadeh Civil Activist 21.11.2015 

Shermin Yamani Religious Activist 21.11.2015 

Leila Pourghafari Religious Activist 21.11.2015 

Reza Malek Political Activist 21.11.2015 

Mehdi Deihami Civil Activist 24.11.2015 

Farhad Jahan Beigi Journalist 27.11.2015 

Unknown Ebrahimzadeh Civil Activist 23.11.2015 

Yaghma Golrouei Cultural Activist 30.11.2015 

Kaveh Salimi Civil Activist 30.11.2015 

Bahman Mouvlodi Civil Activist 30.11.2015 

Majid Kaebi Civil Activist 10.12.2015 

Milad Bensaeed Civil Activist 10.12.2015 

Ali Zeinivand Civil Activist 10.12.2015 

Naeim Delfieh Civil Activist 10.12.2015 

Vaheed Moosaei Civil Activist 10.12.2015 

Danial Kheiri Civil Activist 10.12.2015 

Roozbeh Gilasian Cultural Activist 14.12.2015 

Elahe Sorooshnia Cultural Activist 14.12.2015 

Hamid Rahmati Cultural Activist 15.12.2015 

Unknown Unknown Cyber Activist 15.12.2015 

MohammadRe
za 

Haj Rostam 
Begloo 

Cultural Activist 16.12.2015 
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Movlavi Obeidola 
Balooch 

Religious Activist 16.12.2015 

Abdolhamid Mirbalooch Zehi Sunni’ Citizen 28.11.2015 

Mohammad Afra Sunni’ Citizen 11.12.2015 

Ali Akbar Nikbakht Civil Activist 20.12.2015 

Sania Boeinovich Unknown 13.12.2015 

Hila Sedighi Cultural Activist 07.01.2016 

Seyed 
Mohammad 

Ebrahimi Civil Activist 09.01.2016 

Unknown Unknown Cultural Activist 11.01.2016 

Seid Kaveh Seid Zadeh Religious Activist 06.01.2016 

Mansoor Saki Labour Activist 14.01.2016 

Behrooz Saki Labour Activist 14.01.2016 

Ahmad Bajelan Labour Activist 14.01.2016 

Reza Nadi Labour Activist 14.01.2016 

Abbas Shir Nejad Labour Activist 14.01.2016 

Akbar Mirzae Labour Activist 14.01.2016 

Alireza Feridoon Poor Labour Activist 14.01.2016 

Reza Lirbai Labour Activist 14.01.2016 

Jalal Ghaed Rahmat Labour Activist 14.01.2016 

Aref Dalvand Labour Activist 14.01.2016 

Ali Hajivand Labour Activist 14.01.2016 

Rahim Alaay Civil Activist 16.01.2016 

Alireza Mansoori Political Activist 20.01.2016 

Farhad Reza beigi Erfane halghe 
Supporter 

12.02.2016 

Arash Jalali Erfane halghe 
Supporter 

12.02.2016 

Ali Movlai Erfane halghe 
Supporter 

12.02.2016 

Naser Feizi Erfane halghe 
Supporter 

12.02.2016 

Firoozeh Ranjbar Erfane halghe 
Supporter 

12.02.2016 

Maryam Davoodi Omid Erfane halghe 
Supporter 

12.02.2016 

Zahra Shafiee Erfane halghe 
Supporter 

12.02.2016 

Unknow Elahi Erfane halghe 
Supporter 

12.02.2016 

Unknow Unknow Erfane halghe 
Supporter 

12.02.2016 

Unknow Unknow Erfane halghe 
Supporter 

12.02.2016 

Fariborz Raeis dana Political Activist 14.02.2016 
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Fateh Doondari Civil Activist 14.02.2016 

Saman Pashai Civil Activist 14.02.2016 

Farshad Daraee Civil Activist 14.02.2016 

Nader Majidian Civil Activist 14.02.2016 

Behrooz Reeshesabet Civil Activist 14.02.2016 

Unknow Unknow Civil Activist 14.02.2016 

Unknow Unknow Civil Activist 14.02.2016 

Unknow Unknow Civil Activist 14.02.2016 

Unknow Unknow Civil Activist 14.02.2016 

Unknow Unknow Civil Activist 14.02.2016 
Unknow Unknow Civil Activist 14.02.2016 
Unknow Unknow Civil Activist 14.02.2016 
Unknow Unknow Civil Activist 14.02.2016 

Unknow Unknow Civil Activist 14.02.2016 
Unknow Unknow Civil Activist 14.02.2016 
Unknow Unknow Civil Activist 14.02.2016 
Farhad Saed Mageshi Ordinary Citizen 
Payam Saed Mageshi Ordinary Citizen 
Sirvan Saed Mageshi Ordinary Citizen 
Hossein Saed Mageshi Ordinary Citizen 

This report contains many sectors including women, children, prisoners, etc…and 

statistical study is descriptive. 

In all categories a total number of 961reports, registered, and analyzed that you will see 

the results as below: 

Tehran Province, with 34% had the highest concentration of human rights watch, Semnan 

Province with a minimum of 0.0%, the lowest concentration of human rights defenders 

have been allocated. 
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Freedom of opinion and Expression: 

In Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of human rights, explicitly states that, 

anyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression. Also in paragraph 1 article 9 

International Covenant on civil and political rights States: Everyone has the right 

to freedom and security of a person, no one shall be arbitrarily arrested. In the foregoing 

paragraph to article 19 States: No one shall be harassed or scared because of his 

ideologies. Paragraph 2 of article 19 add: everyone has the right to freedom of 

expression; This right includes the freedom of study and inquiry and Impart information 

and ideas of any kinds, regardless of frontiers, either orally, in writing or in print, in the 

form of art, or through any other media of his choice. 
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As part of the Millennium Declaration as well as paragraph 25 states: "The freedom of the 

press and the people's right to adequate implementation of the essential role they 

guarantee access to information. In Article 3 of the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights: Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person. Paragraph 1 of Article 

6 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights: the right to life is the inherent 

rights of the human person. This right shall be protected by law. No one shall be 

arbitrarily deprived of his life. Based on all the above paragraphs the following reports 

for further analysis of statistical located. In this category, 292 cases of human rights 

violations have been recorded for 234 people. 

Sunday 22nd Nov, Islamic Republic security forces prevented from holding the 

seventeenth anniversary of the murder of Dariush Forouhar and Parvaneh Eskandari the 

leaders of the Iran Nation Party who were killed in 1997 at their home in Tehran by 

knives. 

Monday 23rd Nov, Mohammad Nourizad,Davood Nemati , Zartosht(Ismael)Ahmadi 

Ragheb,  and several other civil rights activists who had gathered in front of Dena Tire in 

Tehran were arrested. 

Saturday 27th Nov, Farhad jahan Beigi (Miran Bazani) the editor of the weekly newspaper 

Neda’I Jameh Kermanshah, was arrested after being summoned to the  RGs Intelligence 

office, his fate is unknown. 

Monday 7th Dec, police forces prevented the presence of Ebrahim Yazdi, who was a 

political activist and Secretary General of the Freedom Movement of Iran and was 
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suppose to have a speech in (student day) at Tehran University and was not allowed to 

enter. 

Monday 7th Dec, Hossein Zad haghighi ( Arash Zad) a technology entrepreneur and 

blogger , in  month June of this year when he was leaving Iran was arrested in Imam 

Khomeini airport, no information about his whereabouts and the charges against him are 

unknown. 

Tuesday 8th Dec, Hossein Mosavian, political activist and chairman of the executive board 

of Iran's National Front had received a written summon to introduce himself to the 

General and Revolutionary Courts District 33 of Tehran's in Evin . 

Sunday 12th Dec, Saina Bouich  a Swedish- Croatian citizen were arrested with her friend 

in Gorgan, by intelligence officers, she was living in Iran since 2009. 

Tuesday 14th Dec, Rouzbeh Gilasian, Elahe Soroushnia, Two authors in Gorgan were 

arrested  by the ministry of intelligence officers and transferred to an unknown location, 

the charges and the reasons for the arrests are not known.   

Wednesday 15th Dec, a person was alleged by training circumvention in the city of Bam 

and was arrested by the Feta police. 

Friday 17th Dec, police security prevented the members of National Front  party from 

entering the home of Adib Boroumand , National Front's chairman and  refused to hold 

the meeting. 

Wednesday 23rd Dec, the director of a dating site in Fars Province, was arrested by the 

Cyber Police.  

Wednesday 23rd Dec, Faraj Kimijani , Chairman of the Supervisory Board  for elections of 

parties house,  by an order of  court, branch 2,  presided by Judge Moghadas  was arrested 

at his workplace. 

Sunday 27th Dec, Sahar beheshti , the sister of Sattar Beheshti  in charge of Installation of 

Sattar’s photos , was arrested for a few hours. 

Sunday 27th Dec, Zartosht Ahmadi Ragheb , the civil rights activists, was dismissed of his 

job in 22nd December for not presenting in his workplace , by guards of city council of 

Shahriar city , but Mr. Ahmadi Ragheb said that in this date and after this date, he was 

present in the workplace. 

Monday 28th Dec, Parvin Soleymani one of Mohammad Ali Taheri’s pupils( the founder of 

Erfan Halgh group) by charges of assembly and conspiracy was sentenced to one year in 

prison. 

Friday 1st Jan, the followers of Mohamad Ali Taheri were gathered in Isfahan calling for 

his unconditional release because of his bad situation in prison. 
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Saturday 2nd Jan, Ahmad takoli the manager of Alef Site, due to audience comments by the 

press court, was sentenced to six months in prison. 

Sunday 3rd Jan, Bahar Newspaper on charges of propaganda against the Islamic Republic 

of Iran and publications that hurt the regim arrested and file charges were proceeding in 

court of culture and the media. 

Sunday 3rd Jan,Farzad Pour mordai, Journalist and political activist from Kermanshah 

arrested by security forces and taken to an unknown location, the reason for his arrest is 

not known. 

Monday 4th Jan, the license of the weekly press (Yalsarat )has canceled by a vote of the 

members of the Supervisory Board that charged with spreading vice and publication of 

pictures and images with immoral material. 

Tuesday 5th Jan, Mohammad Najafi , a lawyer by the bar association's disciplinary 

prosecutors of Arak has been pursued with political and security charges. 

Wednesday 6th Jan , Sara Saei  a member of Erfan halghe group and activist was sent to 

Branch 1060 of Tehran's Criminal Court  number two. 

Thursday 7th Jan,  Haile Siddiqui, poet, painter and activist, was arrested after entering 

Iran Imam Khomeini airport and her case was sent to media court , she was sentenced in 

absentia. 

Friday 8th Jan, Meysam Mohammadi  a journalist and former secretary of the press service 

called Kalame Sabz who was imprisoned  in May 2012 by Branch 15 of the Revolutionary 

Court presided  by Judge Salvati to four years  and five years of deprivation of social 

activity for serving the imprisonment had been transferred to  Evin prison ,to paragraph 

eight of this prison . 

Saturday 9th Jan, Hossein kaebi the former football player of the national team because of 

some remarks in an interview was summoned to the Special Branch of  Crimes 

Prosecutor's Office of Culture and Media . 

Tuesday 12th Jan, Reyhane Tabatabai, Journalist and political activist on charges of 

propaganda against the regime in December of this year, was sentenced in the court 

which presided by Judge Salvati to one year in prison and two years deprivation of 

membership in parties, groups, political groups and activities in the press and 

cyberspace, to carry out his prison sentence was transferred to Evin prison. 

Tuesday 12th Jan, Reza Khani, member of the national-religious activists that his charges 

of acting against national security in Branch 35 of the Supreme Court after rehearing 

denied and it dismissed. Even though the charges were not proved his imprisonment for 

three years, by Branch 54 of the Revolutionary Court confirmed.  
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Monday 18th Jan, Mohammad Mahdavifar, a poet of Aran Bidgol of kashan  in December 

of this year at Branch 105 of the Criminal Justice was tried on charges of publishing lies 

to two and a half years imprisonment. 

Tuesday 19th Jan, Tehran's prosecutor announced that eight of cyber activists were 

arrested in Tehran on charges of promoting immoral issues. 

Thursday 21st Jan, Mohammad Hassan Haji Mobini, the official employee of Defense 

Ministry who had been appointed to serve on the Iran Electronic Industries (Sairan) 

company after returning from Syria by the counterespionage department of the Ministry 

of Intelligence was arrested on charges of spying for Israel.  

Thursday 21st Jan, Tabriz intelligence officers near the market of the town arrested doctor 

Asad Asadollahi a political prisoners released from Evin prison newly, to protest against 

the laws of Ministry of education that failed him to keep track of his rights, he was writing 

slogans against the authorities and was displaying them in front of people, he has severed 

beatings and taken to jail. 

Thursday 21st Jan, Narges Farhadi one of the supporters of Erfan Halghe group that on 

February 2015 on charges of disturbing public order was sentenced to one year in prison 

and  three lashes  for serving her imprisonment was summoned to Evin prison by 

enforcement. 

Saturday 23rd Jan,  Dina Karimi and her husband Hassan Atazadeh and their son  were 

summoned to The Ministry of Intelligence and were interrogated. 

Sunday 24th Jan, by the jury of Press, managing editor of sports daily newspaper  Goul, 

editor of the Newspaper of Shohadai Iran –editor of  Vatan Emrooz Newspaper on charges 

of spreading lies to damage the others were convicted.  

Wednesday 27th Jan, Sara Saei the pupil f Mohamad Ali Taheri  in November 2015 in a 

rally to protest the death sentence against Mr. Taheri (which then was canceled) was 

arrested and released on bail after eight days was summoned by branch 1060 of Tehran 

penal court. 

Thursday 28th Jan,  the licenses of two monthly newspapers  (Jave Tiaran and Forsat 

Barabar) were canceled  in Bukan city , the causes are still unknown. 

Saturday 30th Jan, Alireza Najimi and Mohammad Ali Iizadi, the two blogger and the 

supports of Erfane Halghe were arrested by police officers, the condition and 

whereabouts are not known.  

Saturday 30th Jan, Younes Dehmardeh former head of Gandom Press newspaper by 

branch 101 of the Penal Court of the city of Zabol was sentenced to one year 

imprisonment and two years ban from publishing in the media of Sistan-Baluchistan 

province. 
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Sunday 31st Jan,  the editor of newspaper called Sarat News was convicted in  Penal Court 

Branch 8 presided by  Judge Asgharzadih on charges of spreading lies to damage the 

others in jury court of press in Tehran. 

Wednesday 3rd Feb,  dar Alshafay a journalist and translator, was arrested by the security 

forces, his condition and the reason of detaining is unknown. 

Wednesday 3rd Feb, Afarin Chitsaz the journalist of Iran Newspaper who was arrested in 

November of this year, no information is available about her. 

Thursday 4th Feb, the son of Ayatollah Nekounam who is in prison of Qom, along with two 

of his students were arrested and transferred to an unknown location. 

Thursday 4th Feb, Mohammad Najafi, a lawyer on charges of disturbing public opinion 

was summoned to the Prosecution Office of General and Revolutionary Court in Shazand 

city. 

Thursday 4th Feb, Hojjat al-Islam Hossein Dolati one of the pupils of Ayatollah Nekounam 

, was arrested. 

Friday 5th Feb, police officers arrested Mr. Mohammad Maleki and Mohammad Nouri Zad 

who intended to collect garbage for a second day and after a few hours they released them 

in Imam Ali highway. 

Sunday 7th Feb, at the end of a five-year prison sentence of Mohammad Ali Taheri, founder 

of Erfan halghe, his students gathered in front of Evin prison to greet him but the security 

forces, cracking down on the pro-hundred people were arrested. 

Monday 8th Feb, a group of students of  Mohammad Ali Taheri in ignorance of his 

condition and lack of legal freedom after five years in jail, in order to express solidarity 

with his family (the founder of Erfan halghe) , gathered in front of his home and asked for 

his immediate release unconditionally. 

Friday 12th Feb, some supporters of Mohammad Ali Taheri who had staged in Ayatollah 

Khomeini’s tomb, in protest against his illegal detention in Evin prison , they cracked 

down by the security guards and some were arrested. 

Sunday 14th Feb, police forces detained Mr. Fariborz Rais Dana the Iranian economist who 

is now banned from leaving the country to take over when he was asking about his legal 

condition, and interrogated for hours. 

Monday 15th Feb,Roqiyeh Alizadeh the wife of Abbas Lesani the political activist , prisoner 

of Shiraz prison , was summoned to the second branch of the Prosecutor General and 

Revolutionary Courts in Ardabil city . 
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Monday 15th Feb, the court of Ismail (Zartosht) Ahmad Ragheb, civil rights activist was 

held at the Revolutionary Court of Shahriar for publishing critical articles on his own 

personal page, was convicted of propaganda against the regime. 

Monday 15th Feb,despite the deterioration in the health and hospitalization of Rahim 

(Saeed) Jafary the  civil rights activist in the hospital, by Branch 104 of the Criminal Court  

of Gonbad-e Qabus city , on charges of insulting the president and other officials, as well 

as disseminating lies with the false reports in cyberspace was sentenced to two years and 

six months imprisonment. 

Wednesday 17th Feb,eighteen civil rights activist who had been arrested earlier in front 

of Evin prison in Tehran by Branch 1060 of the Criminal Court on charges of disturbing 

public order through illegal gatherings were tried to ninety-one days in jail and seventy-

four lashes. 

Prisoners: 

In paragraph 3 of Article 7 of the Convention against Torture and other cruel treatment 

or punishment, inhuman or degrading treatment are: people who are prosecuted for 

having committed a crime must receive fair treatment at all stages of the proceedings as 

well as paragraph 1 of Article 2 of the Convention against Torture and Other behaviors or 

to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment adds a must for all legal, administrative, judicial 

and other effective measures to prevent torture field of judicial, adopted. Systematic 

violations in Iran is such that even domestic law for violation of Article 39 of the 

constitution says: Desecration of a person who is arrested, detained, imprisoned, or 

banished, however, that Article 5 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights prohibited 

punishment causing clearly stressed that no one should be tortured or subjected to 

punishment or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment adhered also paragraph 1 of 

Article 10 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights asserts: About all 

those deprived of their liberty shall be with humanity and with respect for the inherent 

dignity of the human person behavior and Article 31 of the Convention on the Rights 

proclaims punishment and torture body, the prisoner in a dark cell or any other cruel, 

inhuman and degrading treatment prohibited under all circumstances and should be 

thoroughly punished for disciplinary offenses to be removed from the list but the Islamic 

Republic of Iran systematically violate these rules. In these category 13087 cases of 

human rights violations have been recorded for 10647 individuals. 
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Sunday 22nd Nov, Seid Mohammad Ebrahimi the civil right activist, who was released 

from prison ten days ago for his health condition by bill, his guarantor has received a 

letter which says that the activist should return to prison within a month.  

Sunday 22nd Nov, Hadi Heydari the press cartoonist who was arrested November 16 for 

sentencing a year in prison in connection with previous arrests has sent to paragraph 8 

of Evin Prison. 

Monday 23rd Nov, Saeed Shirzad, children & civil rights activist who is prisoner of Rajaee 

Shar prison in Karaj , for allegedly helping the children's educational problems of political 

prisoners ,in September of this year at Branch 15 of the Revolutionary Court presided by 

Judge Salvati was sentenced to five years in prison ,still awaits the appeal court and the 

judge refuse to release him on bail until the final issuance of the opposition for unknown 

reasons. 

Monday 23rd Nov, Simin Eyvazzadeh, Shirin Yamani and Leyla Ghafari  from the 

demonstrators in front of Evin prison, who were arrested in 21 November of this year 

and transferred to Qarchak prison .In protest at the prison refused food and water, as 

well as the health condition of Leyla Ghafari pour is not good. 

Monday 23rd Nov, Omid Ali Shenas activist and political prisoner in Evin prison , ward 

eight went in dry hunger strike to protest the arrest of his mother Simin Eyvazzadeh. 
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Tuesday 24th Nov,  Omid Kokabee the prisoner of seven ward in Evin prison was removed  

to a hospital to seek treatment for a kidney disorder. 

Tuesday 24th Nov, Chief Justice of Sarab city replaced the sentence of 5 years in prison of 

a condemned person to drug charges to memorize 5 parts of Quran. 

Tuesday 24th  November ,Alireza Golipour political prisoner ward 7 of Evin prison to treat 

lung problem was transferred to Imam Khomeini hospital in Tehran against lung 

specialist doctor's instructions about the deterioration of his lungs and hospitalized for 

treatment, prison officials brought him to prison. 

Wednesday 25th Nov, Two-year sentences of dissident cleric Ayatollah Nekounam and 

political prisoner at Evin prison  has increased to 5 years because of complaint of 

Ayatollah Makarem Shirazi special prosecutor, Prosecutor of Special Court  against him.   

Thursday 26th November, Ali Moezi political prisoner of section 8 of Evin prison to protest 

the recent arrests of civil activists on Saturday and Monday's protesters gatherings, went 

on hunger strike .  

Thursday 26th November, Mahmoud Beheshti Langroodi spokesman for the Iranian 

Teachers' Association in protest against the unjust sentence of judge Salvati Head of 

Branch 15 of Tehran Revolutionary Court to nine years in prison went on hunger strike. 

Friday 27th November, Saeed Masouri, Abul qasem Fooladvand, Ali Selan pour, Reza 

Akbari Monfared,Shaheen Zoghi Tabar, Saleh Kohandel, Latif Hassani, Amir Tafaziani and 

Saeed Shirzad  from political prisoners in Rajai Shahr prison to protest the unusual pre-

inspection  before Visit days of prisoners went on hunger strike and refused to attend the 

Visit hall. 

Friday 27th November, Mohammed Hammadi, who was in charge of ethnic and civic 

activities and was sentenced to ten years and seven months in prison by a Revolutionary 

Court of Ahwaz , because of stroke has died in Shiban prison (vocational training centers 

in Ahwaz) . 

Friday 27th November,Afsaneh Bayazidi Boukani who in October this year by the 

Revolutionary Guards had been arrested on charges of propaganda against the regime 

and insulting the leadership in the Revolutionary Court of Mahabad was sentenced to two 

years in prison. 

Saturday 28th November, two Rajai Shahr prison inmates with a history of wickedness 

beat a number of political prisoners and prisoners of conscience in Hall 12 section 7 of 

the prison  for this reason Saeed madani, Saeed Razavi Faghih, Behzad Arab Gul, Kamran 

Ayyazi and Jafar Eghdami announced indefinite hunger strike demanding the transfer of 

detainees from the hall were political prisoners stay. 
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Saturday 28th Nov, Majid Azarpey political prisoner in ward 8 of Evin prison on charges 

of gathering and colluding against national security and propaganda against regime , by 

judge Moghiseh  sentenced to six years and six months imprisonment and a fine of three 

million Toman. 

Saturday 28th Nov, Peyman(AmirReza)  Arefi the political prisoner in Section 7 in Evin 

Prison has transferred to  Hall 12 of Rajai Shahr prison with political and conscience 

prisoners. 

Sunday 29th November ,despite passing of more than a year and a half after suspension 

of criminal trials for two prisoners Zaniar and Loqman Moradi ,Two prisoners sentenced 

to death on charges of waging war against God , they are spending the seventh years of 

their sentences in Rajaee Shar prison , still no action have been conducted about the trial 

and disposition of records of the two prisoners by the judicial authorities. 

Sunday 29th November ,Yasuo Rostami civil rights activist in ward 8 of Evin prison to 

protest the recent arrests of civil activists of protesting gatherings of  Saturdays and 

Mondays went on hunger strike . 

Monday 30th November, Seyed Mahmoud Alizadeh Tabatabai, attorney of Ehsan  

Mazandarani, editor of Farhikhtegan Newspaper  said that he offered a gauranty for his 

client to the court of media  but the prosecutor's decision was not to accept the documents 

. 

Monday 30th November, despite the court's ruling " adultery without committing 

adultery" for Mohammad Moghimi , due to shaking hands with his client Ms. Athena 

Daemi a painter and and civil rights activist and prisoner of Evin prison when he was her 

lawyer ,the sentence yet to be promulgated. 

Monday 30th November, passing over a month of detaining  Misagh Yazdan Nejad political 

prisoner in Ward Two section A special detention center housed for  Revolutionary 

Guards in Tehran's Evin prison and  now he has transferred to the solitary without 

mentioning any reason for this . 

Monday 30th November, Hafez Tohid Quraishi a Sunni citizen and  imam of the mosque, 

in one of the villages in the city of Talesh who is a prisoner of  Rajai Shahr prison has been 

sentenced to seven years in prison, the charges against him are not known. 

Monday 30th November,  Saeed Razavi Faqih, one of the event hitter of Rajai Shahr prison 

due to lack of access to essential medicines he is in poor condition on the third day of his 

hunger strike, Saeed Razavi, Saeed Madani, Jafar Eghdami, Behzad Arab Gul and Kamran 

Ayyazi in protest to management actions  and giving a free hand in this prison to some 

prisoners to threat and harassment of political prisoners went on hunger strike. 
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Saturday 5th Dec, some youths detained in the central prison of Nasirabad in Zahedan 

kept for eleven months in Jail , their charges are organizing a terroristic group for  

attacking police and security forces and teachers in Sistan-Baluchistan , as charges which 

has been rejected by the defendants and their families. 

Saturday 5th Dec, Authorities continued to refuse the release of detained artist Mostafa 

Azizi , prisoner in ward 8 of Evin Prison on bail. He has sentenced by Branch 15 of the 

Revolutionary Court in Tehran from June this year,presided by  Judge Salvati on charges 

of gathering and conspiring against regime’s security, propaganda against the regime and 

insulting the Supreme Leader. the trial court sentenced him to 8 years in prison .Appeal 

against the sentence was held in September this year at branch 54 of the Tehran appeals 

court by judge Babaei but so far the ruling has been not issued . 

Saturday 5th Dec, Reza malek the civil rights activist who was arrested in November this 

year in front of Evin prison , transferred to Evin prison ward eight. 

Saturday 5th Dec, Ahmad Karimi the political prisoner in the prison of Gonbad for six years 

in prison and in exile and without leave to take over his alleged to have  relationship with 

the Kingdom Assembly of Iran and is sentenced to 15 years in prison. 

Saturday 5th Dec, The phone line of clergy section 325 of Evin Prison where Mr. 

Boroujerdi is being held while he was in conversation was interrupted for 24 hours; he 

and other prisoners were deprived of the phone call. 

Sunday 6th Dec, Zeynab Jalalian political prisoner in Khoe prison, despite suffering from 

multiple diseases and numerous requests of her to be send to hospital, but  judicial and 

security authorities refused to send her. 

Sunday 6th Dec, Mohammad Sadiq Kaboudvand, a journalist and human rights activist in 

prison for his human rights activities to take over the ninth year of his detention only 

once after a long hunger strike has been released on furlough. 

Sunday 6th Dec, Mahmoud Beheshti Langarudi  the spokesman of Teachers' Association 

of Iran to protest the unfair verdict of Judge Salvati Head of Branch 15 of the Tehran 

Revolutionary Court to nine years in prison went on a hunger strike. 

Monday 7th Dec, Arjang Davoudi and Afshin Baymany two political prisoners in Rajai 

Shahr prison Hall 12, section 4 has taken out of this section. Arjang Davoudi was 

transferred to Ward 10 and Afshin Baymany to an unknown location. 

Monday 7th Dec, Hamid Babaei former PhD student of economics at the University of Liège 

in Belgium, a third-year prison sentence in Rajai Shahr prison in exile spent he was moved 

to Hall 12, section 4 of the prison's security part. 
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Tuesday 8th December, kaveh Salimi and Bahman Moloudi  who were arrested 30 

November this year by the Ministry of Intelligence in Bokan were transferred to the 

Intelligence Office of Mahabad. 

Tuesday 8th December, Atena Daemi human rights defenders and civil rights activist in 

defense of street children and prisoners of Evin prison, was sent to the ophthalmology. 

Tuesday 8th December, Rahman Shirzad a political prisoner in Orumieh prison who was 

stabbed by several prisoners, he complained of the prison after refusing to categorize 

crimes , they sent him to solitary confinement , until the complaint consent will be there. 

Thursday 10th December, Golamreza Mehregan  prisoner of regular and wickedness 

criminals in Hall 9, ward 8 of Evin prison along with several other beat Saeed Jowkar the 

political prisoner in this ward and insulted him. 

Friday 11th December,  Qader Abdollahzadeh imprisoned student from Orumieh in 

October this year by the Ministry of Intelligence had been arrested and  in the Sixth 

Branch of the Revolutionary Court of  Urmia ,on charges of gathering and colluding with 

intent to harm national security sentenced , after 50 days in solitary confinement and 

interrogating was transferred to the prison of Urmia. 

Saturday 12th December, physical condition  of masoud Arab Choobdar the security 

prisoner in Rajai Shahr prison following severe seizures transferred to the prison clinic, 

was returned to the ward without proper care and his physical condition is inappropriate. 

Sunday 13th December, Ayoob Porkar the exiled political prisoner  in Ahvaz's Karun 

prison on charges related to MEK organization convicted  by branch 36 of the Court of 

Appeal to 20 years in prison , although he is serving his seventh year imprisonment is still 

without leave. 

Sunday 13th December, kamal Sharifi Kurd Journalist and political activist from Minab 

prison who is charged with supporting and activities for the Kurdistan Democratic Party, 

was sentenced to 30 years in exile in the eighth year of his imprisonment has only once 

allowed to visit his family leave is denied. 

Sunday 13th December, Mehdi Keshavarz , Mohamad Hossein Souri, Mehdi Salahshoor 

and Sadiq Heidari ,along with three others for execution were transferred to solitary 

confinement at Rajai Shahr prison, the charges were not known. 

Sunday 13th December, Younes Aghayan a prisoner of Mahabad prison in the wake of 

armed clashes between security forces and followers of the doctrine of Ahl-e Haq 

arrested in 2004 and sentenced to life imprisonment in the twelfth year of his 

imprisonment as a crime against the principle of separation of prisoners by non-political 

prisoners is maintained. 
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Sunday13th December, Vally Doroudi a political Prisoner in prison on charges of 

membership in a Kurdish political group from June 1996 by agents of the Iranian 

Revolutionary Guards arrested and sentenced to life imprisonment in twenty years' 

imprisonment in exile , asking for his forgiveness has refused, during this time he only 

twice has been released on furlough and lives in bad conditions. 

Monday 14th December, from the eighth branch in Tehran Penal Court two individuals 

charge of rape were sentenced to death and 99 lashes. 

Tuesday 15th December, Saeed  Hosseinzadeh a civil rights activist prisoner of  Evin 

prison ward seven for doing  M.R.I. has carried out to Imam Khomeini Hospital , doctor’s 

diagnosis was immediate surgery due to abrasion in patella , but he was returned to 

prison without treatment. 

Tuesday 15th December, Alireza Goulipour the prisoner of section seven in Evin prison , 

with physical predicament facing cancer is suspected, and in the fourth year of detention, 

his trial has not been held yet. 

Tuesday 15th December, Amin Hajjilu , Araz Khase Tarash, and Islam Aliakbar doo, three 

civil rights activist that  were arrested in the International Day of native language in 

February last year by the Revolutionary Court on charges of propaganda against the 

system by preparing and distributing others were sentenced to three months 

imprisonment and for serving the sentences were transferred to Khoe prison . 

Tuesday 15th December,  Hojat Hatami a political prisoner during his transmission from  

Rajai Shahr prison to hospital he passed away due to his physical condition. 

Wednesday 16th December, Most of the political prisoners of the central prison in Minab 

suffered from dizziness, nausea and flu suspected to have swine flu. 

Wednesday 16th December, Omid Ali Shahmorady security prison section7 of Evin prison 

had twice a seizure and was sent to the clinic of prison but the authorities have prevented 

from sending him to a specialist. 

Wednesday 16th December, Omid Ali Shenas civil activist and political prisoner in Evin 

prison ward eight still waiting for appeal court. 

Wednesday 16th December, political prisoner in ward 350 of Evin prison Mohsen 

Daneshpour Moghaddam after months of efforts of his family to address physical 

condition and sending him to the hospital, recently transferred to Tehran Taleghani 

hospital after heart check-ups during the early stages of the examination was returned to 

prison. 

Wednesday 16th December, Alireza Ahmadi political prisoner in Evin prison , section 7 

due to digestive problems sent to Tehran Taleghani Hospital and due to the lack of empty 

beds to hospitalize him was returned to prison. 
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Thursday 17th December, Fatemeh  Ziaee  in October this year was arrested by police 

security forces and transferred to Evin prison was still in limbo. 

Friday 18th December, Mostafa Parvin, Morteza Parvin,Tohid Amir Amini, Meysam Jolani 

and Saleh Pichganloo who were arrested in September this year when entering the 

stadium carrying  placards demanding the release of political prisoner ( Abbas 

Lesani),they sentenced to 15 months in jail  and 150 lashes. 

Wednesday 16th December, Shooresh Khaki from Bokan arrested by the Intelligence 

Bureau he was beaten and insulted in their Office, the reason for his arrest is not known. 

Thursday 17th December, Omid Naroui prisoner of Zahedan prison who was sentenced 

on drug charges was about to commit suicide. 

Friday 18th December, prisoners of common crimes of ward 2 in Rajaee Sahar prison ,the 

prisons are overcrowded too much in isolation and quarantine and the  officers insult and 

torture them. 

Saturday 19th December, Forty-two of Sunni prisoners in Rajai Shahr prison suddenly 

were transferred to Hall 21, in section seven , the prisoners protested abrupt transition 

and lack of facilities in new section. 

Saturday 19th December, Omid Shahmorady political prisoner at Evin prison because of 

abusive treatment of the officials in Visiting hall with prisoner’s families and verbal abuse 

of the prisoner’s families went on hunger strike and refused to take his medicine. 

Saturday 19th December, Rasoul Hardani  prisoner of section3in  Rajai Shahr prison 

known as Darolqran has transferred to  hall 12 section 4 of this prison. 

Sunday 20th December, Hojjat al-Eslam Hassan Gholami lawyer  and prisoner in Special 

section for clergy" in Evin prison in Tehran that because if the intensity of the pressure 

in the SCC suicide in September of this year had been on hunger strike for six days to take 

over. 

Sunday 20th December,prison’s  personnel in section 7 of Evin prison which is special for 

political prisoners in time of visiting , happened a conflict between the guards and 

prisoners and their families and caused strong protest from prisoners. 

Sunday 20th December, Ali Akbar Nikbakht a prisoner of Golpayegan prison had been 

arrested on sick leave and was returned to the prison. 

Tuesday 22nd December, the appeal Court Branch 54 presided by Judge pour Arab was 

held to condemn  Arash Sadeghi , Golrokh Ebrahimi, Navid Kamran  and Behnam 

Moosivand  civil activists .  

 Tuesday 22nd December, Hojat Hatami political prisoner of Rajaee Shahr prison 

protested against refusing his time off for treatment on his personal costs, in December 
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of this year went on hunger strike and refused to take his medicine, so he was transferred 

to clinic of the prison due to his bad condition. 

Tuesday 22nd December, Vahid Asghari Informatics student at Indiana University, who in 

1999 was arrested by the Revolutionary Guards . He is for eight years with sentence of 

detention in Evin prison, and to treat the effects of torture, they don’t give him leave or 

appointment. 

Tuesday 22nd December, Omid Shahmorady political prisoner in Evin Prison's Ward 7 

because of abusive treatment and inhumane  prison’s officials and practitioners he 

started hunger strike on 19 December this year had moved to Taleghani Hospital for 

critical physical condition. 

Tuesday 22nd December, Abdel Vahed  Jalil Zadeh, a member Erfane Halghe  in section 

eight of Evin prison for no known reason was exiled to Rajai Shahr prison. 

Wednesday 23rd December, Arjang Davoodi because of deteriorating health status after 

fifteen days of hunger strike was transferred to clinic of  Rajai Shahr prison but was 

returned to the ward without treatment. 

Wednesday 23rd December, Ibrahim Firuzi Christian convert in Rajai Shahr prison who 

suffers from health problems faced by neglect and lack of medical staff. 

Wednesday 23rd December, Ali Akbar Nikbakht the prisoner of Golpayegan prison  , 

because of  the extreme weakness of internal bleeding he moved to prison infirmary by 

his cellmates. 

Friday 25th December,Mohammad Saif Zadeh a lawyer prisoner in Rajai Shahr prison, he 

is in poor health due to old age and heart disease . 

Sunday 27th December, Mohammad Reza Ali Payam the poet prisoner in Rajai Shahr 

prison , was sent to Tehran Heart Hospital. 

Sunday 27th December Roein Otoofat the political prisoner at Evin prison because of the 

lack of coordination for participating in exam in the field of mysticism and philosophy of 

PNU failed the final exam. 

Sunday 27th December, Omar Faghihpour political prisoner in Rajai Shahr prison while 

serving his sentence, which is the fifteenth years, during this time leave and appointment 

is denied. 

Sunday 27th December, Farid Azmoodeh, Alireza Farahani, Iraj Hatami and Behzad 

Tarahomi o f political prisoners in Rajai Shahr prison , were transferred to the general 

ward of not respecting the principle of separation of crimes, so they went on hunger 

strike . 
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Wednesday 30th December, Behnam Ebrahimzadeh prisoner in Rajai Shahr in support to 

his cellmates and to object against prison’s officials ignorance of their demands began a 

hunger strike. 

Wednesday 30th December, Ibrahim Firuzi Christian convert detained in Rajai Shahr 

prison officials disregard of the wishes of Arjang Davoudi, a political prisoner sentenced 

to death , he went on hunger strike. 

Wednesday 30th December, Iqbal Naroey in Zahedan prison on charges of drug because 

of abuse and insults and threats of the officers with him, he has fight with them and 

officials instead of punishing the officers involved they send him to quarantine, where the 

prisoner passed away there. 

Thursday 31st December,Ramadan Ahmed Kamal the Syrian prisoner in Rajai Shahr 

prison followed by physical deterioration was sent to the hospital in a state of 

unconsciousness to take over. 

Thursday 31st December,Farhang PoorMansoori  prisoner of Rajai Shahr prison due to 

deteriorating physical condition was transferred to the prison infirmary but was 

prevented from sending him to the hospital. 

Saturday 2nd January, Gholamreza  Rabbani Barahooi  and Mohammad  Naruee with 

another prisoner died in Zahedan prison during a week. 

Saturday 2nd January, Farzad Moradi Nia  imprisoned labor activists in Sanandaj Central 

Prison has sent to the hospital due to gastrointestinal problems and after medical 

examinations and medical diagnostics for hospitalization and surgery, was returned to 

prison for hindering  of officers. 

Monday 4th January, Susan a prisoner by branch 8th of Tehran Penal Court on the charge 

of complicity in the murder and communicate illegitimate has sentenced to 99 lashes and 

15 years in prison, and Behnam has sentenced with 99 lashes for adultery were called to 

mass communication and two others because of the low age have sent to children court. 

Monday4th January, Rauf Muhammad Ali and Bahman Dalai Milan in Orumiyeh prison for 

failing to observe the principle of separation of crimes in the prison went on hunger strike 

due to the continued hunger strike in solitary confinement, were beaten by prison’s 

officers . 

Monday4th January, Mehdi Sadeghi, Hadi Najafi Maleki and Mehdi Javid prisoners in drug 

charges for the execution were transferred to solitary confinement of the central prison 

of Karaj. 

Monday4th January, Omar Badri Qaleh, Farhang Halolany and Hamid Gejyny on drug 

charges for the execution were transferred to solitary confinement in Orumiyeh Central 

Prison. 
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Wednesday 6th January, Omar Karim Sharif  Kurdish political prisoner in Sanandaj Prison 

for three months is excluded from visiting. 

Wednesday 6th January, Eisa Saharkhiz  reformist journalist critical of the government 

and jailed in Orumieh prison started hunger strike to achieve his demands. 

Wednesday 6th January, Reyhaneh Dabagh political prisoner in Evin Prison after passing 

seven years of  her imprisonment , she is banned of time off or having proper treatment. 

Wednesday 6th January, Farzad Moradi Nia  labour activist prisoner of Sanandaj , has 

taken to hospital by handcuffed for surgery. 

Thursday 7th January, Athena daemi civil rights activist and prisoner of Evin Prison 

despite case appeals referred to Branch 36 but they don’t take any action because of the 

lack of Judges. 

Saturday 9th January,Seyed Mohammad Ebrahimi civil rights activist who is in medical 

leave to take over for the remaining nine months of his sentence ,has sent to section eight 

of Evin prison again. 

Saturday 9th January,two prisoners died due to the flu in Orumieh prison. 

Saturday 9th January,Narges Mohammadi, deputy head of the court human rights 

defenders and prisoner of Evin prison for the third time, despite previous arrangements 

set time and sending her to the court but her trial did not take place. 

Sunday 10th January, 9 individuals convicted on charges of first-degree murder for the 

death penalty were transferred to solitary confinement at Rajai Shahr prison. 

Sunday 10th January,Syed Hamid Hajian, Hussein Tootian Noosh, Mostafa Jamshidi, 

Mohsen Nasiri on drug charges for the execution were transferred to solitary 

confinement of the central prison of Karaj. 

Tuesday 12th January, civil activist Abbas Lisani  who has moved on 12th November 

without any notice from Ardebil prison to Shiraz prison, he is  forbidden to have visiting. 

Tuesday 12th January, Ayoob Asadi Kurdish political prisoner who was sent to exile in 

Kushner , he has asked to bring him back again to Kurdistan because of the distance that 

his family cannot visit him .His repeated requests for transfer to the province remained 

inconclusive. 

Wednesday 13th January, Ayoob Rauf Pour Orumieh prisoner by lethal flu and untreated, 

lost his life. 

 Wednesday 13th January, Atena Daemi civil rights activist and prisoner of Evin Prison , 

because of the deteriorating physical condition and high blood pressure has sent to 

prison’s infirmary and after recovery was returned to Evin . 
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Wednesday13th January, Ayatollah Nekounam prisoner in Evin Prison as a result of 

complications from a stroke in March last year, without leave of nine months in jail and a 

lack of specialized medical care , he is in a bad condition and prison officials had to move 

him out of prison for and specialized medical care . 

Wednesday13th January, M ostafa Sabzi prisoner of Orumih prison to protest the failure 

to respect the principle of separation of prisoners  he went on hunger strike had been 

moved to solitary confinement in prison. 

Friday 15th January,Rajai Shahr prison authorities prevent the entry of drugs into the 

ward were needed Mohammad Ebrahimi civil rights activist. 

Friday15th January,Ismail Abdi, general secretary of the Teachers Union is seven months 

in detention in Evin prison to take over at this time he is barred from meeting with his 

lawyer. 

Saturday 16th January, Abdolfattah Soltani, a lawyer exiled in Borazjan prison in the fifth 

year of his imprisonment, the legal requirements of the retrial or parole is denied. 

Sunday 17th January, Saeed Hosseinzadeh civil rights activist, prisoner of Evin prison, due 

to the shortness of breath and heart palpitations transferred to the prison infirmary and 

after the examination, the doctor said that prison should be sent to a hospital outside the 

prison.   

Sunday 17th January, Pooya Tebyanian Baha'I citizen and a student who deprived from 

continuing his study, he is in Semnan prison in solitary confinement. 

Sunday 17th January, Rahman Shirzadeh political prisoner in Orumieh prison because of 

not implementing the principle of crimes separation ,he started a strike 3 days ago and 

was transferred to solitary confinement. 

Monday 18th January, Branch 7 of the Court of Appeal in East Azarbaijan province issued 

a verdict on charges of blasphemy for Ali Mohammadi and Alvar Kermani , the two civil 

rights activists to two years imprisonment from fifth degree  by counting the previous 

days of detention. 

Monday18th January,  Rajai Shahr prison authorities refused the request to transfer Timor 

and Erfan Nader Zadeh (father and son) of religious Sunnis prisoners to one section 

together. 

Monday18th January, Saeed Madani  and Saeed Razavi Faqih  prisoners were transferred 

from political and conscience ward of Rajai Shahr prison to an unknown location. 

Tuesday 19th January, Golamreza Shoor Moradi political prisoner in Sanandaj prison ,he 

in a letter asked for permission from officials in prison, but prison officials tore up the 

request and beat him. 
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Tuesday 19th January, Afshin Sohrab Zadeh the political prisoner with colon cancer three 

months ago had been transferred to Tehran for treatment from Minab prison without any 

treatment and was in serious condition while returned again to Minab prison. 

Tuesday19th January, in the women's ward of Evin prison , one of the guards prevented 

of sending Atena Daemi to dentist. 

Wednesday 20th January, civil rights activist Mohammad Saeed Hossein Zadeh and 

prisoner of Evin prison in a letter to the Prosecutor of political prisoners protest against 

poor prison conditions and uncertainty. 

Wednesday20th January, judicial authorities and prosecutor of Tehran, rejected the 

request of Mohammad Sadiq Kaboudvand , journalist and human rights activist for 

leaving and conditional release . 

Wednesday 20th January, Hossein Ronaghi Maleki  the political prisoner who is spending 

some time out of the prison for his bad physical conditions, After the prosecutor's 

summons to seizure the guarantee and he must introduce himself to prosecutor of Tehran 

and turn back to Evin Prison . 

Thursday 21st January, Saeed Shirzad supporter of Erfane halghe group who in August 

this year  has sentenced to five-years prison in Rajai Shahr prison and is in a new case 

was sentenced to six months imprisonment. 

Thursday 21st January,Zanyar Moradi Kurdish political prisoners in Orumieh prison 

earlier on charges of collaboration with the Kurdistan Hayat group was sentenced to nine 

years in prison was sentenced to five years in new cases. 

Thursday 21st January,  Alian prosecutor of Golpayegan  refused sick leave of political 

prisoner Ali Nikbakht of Golpayegan prison which was approved by Isfahan Medical 

Examiners' Commission. 

Friday 22nd January,Amir AmirGholi , children civil rights activist, for supporting the 

Kurdish people in Kubani arrested and by branch 15 of the Revolutionary Court in Tehran 

on December 2015 presided by Judge Salvati was sentenced on charges of insulting the 

leader and gathering . now he is in Evin prison .  

Friday 22nd January, Eisa Saharkhiz who before two months was arrested by army 

intelligence agency, is not in a good physical condition and is deprived of medical services. 

Friday 22nd January,Ayatollah Nekounam seminary professor who a year ago was 

imprisoned without reason, without prior notification was transferred to the central 

prison of Qom from Evin prison. 

Saturday 23rd January, Shaheen Zoghi Tabar ,political prisoner in Rajai Shahr prison ward 

eight(Sepah ward) , in this prison was summoned for interrogation. 
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Saturday 23rd January,  Noureddine  Kashani Sunni clergy from  Sistan and Baluchestan 

to carry out death sentences for alleged links with opposition groups issued a fatwa 

against the system and placed in solitary confinement and was returned to the ward again 

after three days. 

Sunday 24th January, Mohammad Amin Abdollahi political prisoner in Birjand Prison 

conditions are unfavorable, despite spending ten-years prison of eighteen-years 

sentence, he has terms of parole but prison officials are refused it. 

Monday 25th January, in the wake of opposition of judicial and security institutions with 

the possibility to leave  for Peyman Arefi, a political prisoner in Rajai Shahr prison, his 

mental conditions were unsuitable and inappropriate. 

Monday 25th January, a group of political prisoners in ward 12 of Uromih prison Ward 

called political prisoners in this prison penalties for failing to implement the principle of 

separation of prisoners so they protested and demanded the withdrawal of non-political 

crimes of this ward and transfer to other wards. 

Monday 25th January, Sayyed Hassan Yousefi, Sayed Taha Karimi, Mohammad Saeed 

Hamze Zadeh and Ali Khalil, Sunni citizens after completing the investigation, in the 

Ministry of Intelligence were transferred to the prison of Urmia. 

Monday 25th January, Majed Albughobish Sunni prisoner in Ahvaz prison because of 

praying in Sunni style was beaten by prison officials. 

Tuesday 26th January, Yunus Aghayan  jailed Mahabad prison who spends his twelfth year 

in prison, asked several times to leave, but it did provide by judicial and security officials 

to send him on leave. 

Tuesday26th January, Alireza Gulipour prisoner in ward seven in Evin prison who have 

been diagnosed with cancer one day after his lung tumor surgery, was returned to the 

ward  without following chemotherapy, according to this his conditions in prison is 

inappropriate. 

Tuesday26th January, poor physical condition of  Farzad Moradi  journalist and political 

activist in Dizel Abad prison in Kermanshah is inappropriate, due to his heart condition 

he is in the prison infirmary with a doctor's prescription and on the need to go to hospital 

officials prevent sending him . 

Tuesday26th January, Hafez Abdolrahim Koohi,who was arrested along with Molavi  

Amanollah in November this year, despite his family's trip to Zahedan they were not able 

to visit the imprisoned, his father in front of the Ministry of Zahedan is expecting to have 

visit permission . 

Wednesday 27th January, Qadrieh  Qaderi political prisoner in Yasouj prison because of 

the refusal of memorizing the Quran was banned for a month to visit with her relatives. 
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Wednesday 27th January, Mostafa Azizi writer and filmmaker prisoner in ward eight , he 

has a viral disease with a visit to the infirmary despite his status has not been addressed. 

Wednesday 27th January, Rajai Shahr prison authorities, despite of  judicial order and the 

appointment of the security forces refrained from sending Hamid Babaei to the hospital. 

Wednesday27th January, Saman Naseem Kurdish political prisoner for trial has sent from 

central prison of Orumiyeh to branch 12 of the General Court of Orumiyeh . 

Thursday 28th January,Mohammad Jarahi prisoner and labor activist was beaten and 

insulted by three of the officers in Tabriz prison. 

Thursday28th January, Saeed Hossein Zadeh political prisoner in Evin prison officials 

ignoring his medical condition. 

Thursday 28th January, Kurdish political prisoner  Kamal Hassan Ramadan in Orumiyeh 

Central Prison was transferred to security detention of Iranian Revolutionary Guards. 

Friday 29th January, prisoners in Rajai Shahr prison in Karaj announced that frigid 

temperatures prevailing in prison and prison authorities have not done any solution for 

this problem. 

Saturday 30th January , Muhammad Ali Taheri, founder of Erfane Halghe to protest the 

disposition of his case went on indefinite hunger strike. 

Sunday 31st January, Ali Reza Mansouri the son of Pirooz Mansoori the political prisoner 

in Rajai Shahr prison , who was arrested in December this year, his whereabouts  is not 

known. 

Monday 1st February, Saeed Hossein zadeh civil rights activist jailed in Evin prison hall 

seven that suffer from different diseases, prison authorities refuse to sent him to the 

medical center for treatment and surgery. 

Tuesday 2nd February, Alireza Golipoor  prisoner in ward seven of Evin prison after 

deteriorating physical condition have sent to hospital on an emergency basis under the 

Ministry of Intelligence care to Qamar Bani Hashem hospital  and underwent further 

surgery. 

Tuesday 2nd February, Hiresh Lahoony Kurdish citizen lives in Paveh city in the summer 

of this year was arrested by the Revolutionary Court on charges of membership in the 

Kurdish group and insulting the Islamic Republic's founder was sentenced to five years 

in prison. 

Tuesday 2nd February, despite  passing of over eight years in prison, for Abed Bampoori 

and Isaac Kalkaly, two Baloch political prisoners in the central prison of Zahedan, the 

Ministry of intelligence denies sending them to leave. 
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Wednesday 3rd February, Poria Ebrahimi civil rights activist jailed in Evin prison, that his 

trial was in December this year at Branch 26 of Tehran's Revolutionary Court, headed by 

Judge Ahmed Zadeh and without lawyer was held ,because of failing in preparing the bail 

of seventy million Tomans is still in prison. 

Wednesday3rd February, despite legal requirements, to request leave and parole in ten 

years' imprisonment for Jahandar Mohammadi prisoner in Sanandaj prison had been 

rejected. 

Thursday 4th February, Ayatollah Boroujerdi prisoner of conscience held in Evin prison 

due to lack of medical care and digestive diseases is in bad physical condition. 

Thursday 4th February, Sayed Mohammed Ibrahimi and Abdul Ahad Jalil Zadeh two 

imprisoned in Rajai Shahr prison due to lack of adequate sanitation suffer skin allergies. 

Thursday 4th February, Afshin SohrabZadeh Kurdish political prisoner in Minab prison 

had been transferred to Tehran for treatment and without any treatment was transferred 

back to Minab prison. 

Thursday 4th February,Amir golestani facebook activist  prison denied to release him 

despite of confirmation of  parole for him. 

Thursday 4th February, Kurdish political prisoner Saman Naseem in order to study if at 

the time of crime he was mature was transferred to Orumiyeh forensic doctors to 

investigate the matter, but he said that they only questioned him about counting numbers 

and days of the week. 

Saturday 6th February,  Misagh Yazdanejad ,political prisoner since the transfer to 

Revolutionary Guards Ward( Two- A) special detention incommunicado in Evin prison in 

October this year , he has not been able to meet with his family. 

Saturday 6th February,  Akbar Amini Armaki, political prisoner in ward 350 of Evin Prison 

while the thousandth day of his imprisonment  spent that he has been deprived of the 

possibility of time off. 

Sunday 7th February,an outbreak of a contagious skin disease, in ward eight of Evin Prison 

and lack of care, prisoners and their families are concerned, and so far three have been ill 

with the disease. 

Monday 8th February, AyoobAsadi political prisoner imprisoned for four years of in 

Kashmar is still deprived of the right to leave. 

Monday 8th February, Hossein Ronaghi Maleki political prisoner of ward 7 in Evin prison, 

despite acute renal failure and the risk of losing it due to lack of beds in hospital , he sleeps 

flat on the floor , when he faced kidney problem they send him to the clinic in the prison 
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and for lack of adequate medical facilities to treat and authorities prevented from sending 

him to the hospital, so he was returned to his cell. 

Monday 7th February, Hamza Hussein-Zadeh (Asakereh) Seventeen-years-old from 

Kooreh area in Mahshahr on February 2015 after a few days of trampling the flag of the 

Islamic Republic of Iran in the town Taleghani, security forces and plainclothes agents 

had been arrested him, no information about his place. 

Tuesday 8th February, Vakil Abad Prison authorities banned any newspaper and  

broadcast in prison. 

Wednesday 9th February, the regular prisoners in Evin  have beaten thirty political 

prisoners after a conflict between them and the guards to prevent conflicts re-entered 

the ward  seven, and any movement in the halls of prisoners were banned. 

Wednesday 9th February, Amir Reza Zadeh political prisoner at Evin prison to protest the 

lack of accountability of the judicial authorities to call off and parole he started hunger 

strike. 

Thursday 10th February, Mohammad Ali Taheri, founder of Erfane halghe and detained in 

Evin prison to protest his illegal imprisonment went on hunger strike due to deteriorating 

physical condition was taken to hospital. 

Thursday 10th February, Masoud Choobdar political prisoner in Rajai Shahr prison 

because of seizures and bleeding was transferred to the infirmary of the prison and health 

officials called for sending him to the hospital due to lack of facilities, but prison officials 

made no effort to send him to hospital. 

Friday 11th February, Amir golestani Facebook activist in Evin prison to protest the lack 

of accountability of the judicial authorities and parole he started hunger strike.  

Saturday 12th February, Mir Shah ordinary prisoner in Zahedan Central Prison because 

of complaint of poor prison conditions to the Board of Visitors, was kept for nine days in 

quarantine, was tortured and beaten, the prisoner was transferred to the prison clinic on 

wheelchair and his physical condition deteriorated . 

Sunday 13th February, Eisa Saharkhiz, journalists critical of the government and 

imprisoned in Evin prison is in poor health and was transferred to solitary confinement 

and they deny giving him his daily medications. 

Sunday13th February, Abdollah Nouri Zehi Afghan civilian in the central prison of 

Iranshahr in Sistan and Baluchestan was physically tortured by security forces. 

Monday 14th February, labor activist and prisoner in Rajai Shahr,Behnam Ebrahimzadeh, 

who has a child with cancer wanted to hospitalize the child in the hospital of Mahak but 

the judiciary officials opposed it. 
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Monday 14th February, Hassan Sadeghi political prisoner was transferred from 

quarantine ward to Hall 12 of the prison in Rajai Shahr prison,. 

Tuesday 15th February, Mohammad She Bakhsh and Ismail Mohammed Zehi ,Baloch 

political prisoners by security forces arrested eight months ago and so far the call or 

visitation is denied. 

Tuesday 15th February, Ali (Amir) Amir Quli a former student of industrial management 

in Qazvin Azad college on charges of insulting religious sanctities and propaganda against 

the system and disturbing public order by participating in protests, community and 

collusion and insulting the supreme leader by Branch 15 of the Revolutionary Court of 

Tehran presided by Judge Salvati was sentenced to twenty-one years imprisonment. 

Wednesday 16th February, the East Azarbaijan security police had arrested four accused 

who are guilty of yelling in the streets, they turned around them in  neighborhoods of 

Tabriz. 

Wednesday16th February, Hossein Nozari CEO of Pat Sharghe Gavashir sentenced  to 

seven years, Ehsan Paknejad programmers to five years in prison, Abbas Vahedi author 

of the Orange site and content producer to two and a half years in prison  and Ali Asghar 

Honarmand the manager of  Pat Sharghe Gavashir the owner and editor of Orange site to 

eleven years in prison on charges of propaganda against the system and acting against 

national security through activities on Orange site without notifying the court of appeal 

were transferred to the prison of Kerman. 

Friday 19th February, Abdul Ahad Jalili Zadeh prisoner of conscience in Rajai Shahr prison 

because of physical deterioration was transferred to the prison infirmary. 

Friday 19th February, Saeed Hossen Zadeh the civil activist and prisoner of hall 2 ward 

seven of Evin prison to protest the lack of medical leave and the lack of endurance for 

punishment in the wake of the deterioration in the health he went on hunger strike and 

demanded deployment for medical leave or releasing him due to lack of punishment 

endurance.  

Executions: 

Article 3 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights: Everyone has the right to live, 

liberty and security of person. In the field of human rights violations for the death penalty 

225 case for 209 people registered to hit the execution in December, january and 

February this year amounted to 166 people.However, the number of executions since the 

eleventh Presidency, headed by Hassan Rouhani are 1987 people. 
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Tuesday 24th November, Saeed Najafi, Farshad Haghi , Mohammad Beigi and Mohammad 

plombeh on charge of murder were executed in Rajai Shahr prison in Karaj. 

Tuesday 24th November, Mosa Kadkhodaie, Shokrollah Bellucci, Ali Faramarzi in adition 

to one Kurdish prisoner and a Pakistani national, were hanged in Minab prison on drug 

charges. 

Tuesday 24th November, five prisoners in the central jail of Minab on drug charges were 

hanged in Hormozgan province. 

Wednesday 25th November, a prisoner on charges of rape in the city of Miami in  Semnan 

province was hanged in public. 

Saturday 28th November, two accused of drug trafficking were hanged in the central 

prison in Rasht Lakan prison. 

Monday 29th November, Mohammad Dehghan and  Javad Samar on charges of rape were 

hanged in Zahedan prison. 

Sunday 6th December, a woman on charges of murder and adultery was executed in the 

central prison of Qazvin. 

Sunday 6th December, Mohsen Gomshadzehi, Mohsen Piri and  Aziz Sarani on charges of  

murder were executed in Zahedan. 

Sunday 6th December, a prisoner on drug charges was executed in the central prison of 

Gorgan. 

Monday 7th December,one accused of murder was executed in the central prison of 

Bandar Abbas. 
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Tuesday 8th December,an Afghan national convicted of murder was executed in the 

central prison of Qazvin. 

Wednesday 9th December, a prisoner on charge of rape was executed in public in Fars 

province mamasani city. 

Monday 14th December, Milad Khodaverdi on charge of murder, was executed in public 

in the city of Noshahr. 

Wednesday 16th December,Shamsadin Orjizadeh from the city of Jaffa, was executed for 

murder in Tabriz Central Prison. 

Wednesday16th December, one accused of murder was executed in the prison of Kerman. 

Wednesday 16th December, Mehdi Salahshoor, Masud Ostad Karim and Morteza Ganginei 

on Charges of murder were executed in Rajai Shahr prison in Karaj. 

Saturday 19th December, Ghani Rigi, along with two other prisoners were hanged in 

Zahedan on charges of enmity against God. 

Sunday 20th December, five prisoners with drug trafficking were executed in the central 

prison of Bandar Abbas. 

Sunday20th December, two prisoners accused of armed robbery were hanged in public in 

Shiraz. 

Monday 21st December, one accused of murder was executed in the prison of Amol. 

Monday21st December, a prisoner convicted of murder was executed in Qazvin prison. 

Tuesday 22nd December, eight prisoners on drug charges were executed in the central 

prison of Qazvin. 

Wednesday 23rd December, Bahman Khoram and another prisoner named Mehrdad were 

executed on drug charges in Ghezelhesar prison in Karaj . 

Wednesday 23rd December, Mahdi Khorram and Ibrahim Khorram on drug charges were 

executed in Ghezelhesar prison in Karaj. 

Thursday 24th December, eight people were executed in Qazvin prison on drug charges. 

Saturday 26th December, Behrouz Amiri, Rahman Kazemzadeh and Ali Hassan vand were 

executed on charges of drug in Khorramabad parsilon prison. 

Thursday 31st December, six prisoners were executed on drug charges in Tabriz Central 

Prison. 
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Saturday 2nd January, two sentenced to death penalty were hanged in the central prison 

of Mashhad. 

Saturday2nd January, one accused of murder was executed in public in the city 

Miandorood in Mazandarn province. 

Monday 4th January, Mehdi Ranjkesh was hanged in Khoramabad  prison on drug charge. 

Monday 4th January, one accused of murder was executed in the prison of Noshahr. 

Monday 4th January, one accused of murder was hanged in public in Mazandaran Province 

in Surak. 

Wednesday 6th January,  Mahmoud Nadyrnezhad, Mehdi Sadeghi, Sadegh Heydari, Hamid 

Khodabandeloo, Maghsood mehdizadeh with another person on charges of murder were 

executed in Rajai Shahr prison in Karaj. 

Wednesday 6th January, Tofigh Mohammad far, Hussein Zadegan Eskandar , Amir Ali 

Zadegan with his wife, Zahra Nemati in Tabriz Central Prison were executed on drug 

charges. 

Wednesday6th January, three accused of drug offenses were executed in the central 

prison of Karaj. 

Wednesday 6th January, Mohammad Jamali Fashi was executed in Hamedan prison on 

drug charg. 

Thursday 7th January, three accused of drug trafficking were hanged in the central prison 

of Ardebil. 

Thursday 7th January, one prisoner on charge of murder in the Shabestar city in East 

Azerbaijan province was hanged in public. 

Thursday 7th January, a prisoner on charge of murder was hanged in Khoy city in West 

Azerbaijan province in public. 

Saturday 9th January, two accused were hanged in Rasht Central Prison on drug charges. 

Sunday 10th January, three defendants to drug trafficking were executed in the city 

Larestan of Fars province. 

Sunday 10th January, Ghardat Ground on charge of murder was hanged in Khorramabad 

prison. 

Monday 11th January, three prisoners on drug charges were executed in the prison of Sari. 

Tuesday 12th January, one accused of waging of God in central prison in Zanjan was 

executed with the participation of the people. 
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Wednesday 13th January,  Aref Shahin Deji, Hussein Ezat Talab, Rahman Ranjbar, Alireza 

Akbari, Arsalan Badianeh and Abdul Wahab Hatami on charges of murder were hanged 

in the central prison of Urmia. 

Wednesday 13th January,  Hooshang Zare on charge of murder was hanged in Adel Abad 

prison in Shiraz. 

Thursday 14th January, one prisoner charged with murder, was executed in the central 

prison of Yazd. 

Saturday 16th January, three prisoners on drug charges and a prisoner for rape were 

hanged. 

Sunday 17th January, Hassan Asadi was executed in Tabriz prison on drug charges. 

Monday 18th January, Jafar Ghofrani was executed for murder in prison of Tabriz. 

Sunday 24th January, a prisoner on charge of murder was hanged in the central prison of 

Yasouj. 

Sunday 24th January, one of the killers of former Friday prayer leader Abbas Saba was 

executed in Savojbolagh in Kermanshah. 

Monday 25th January,  Khalid Kurdi and Muslim Abaryan on charges of drug trafficking 

were executed in Yazd prison. 

Tuesday 2nd February, the detained Afghan citizen was executed on charge of drug in 

Dastgerd city in Isfahan. 

Monday 16th February, a woman convicted of murder in the eighth branch in Tehran 

Penal Court, presided by Judge Asgharzadih was sentenced to death. 

Students Affairs: 

In this field 1027 cases of human rights violations have been recorded for 1025 

individuals. 

Wednesday 25th November, in a letter from the Department of Cultural and Industrial 

University of  Urmia  student’snewspaper “Aydin” rating was canceled due to written 

reprimand in the case of concessionaire student "Reza Haghi" due to legal issues. 

Monday 30th November, Serveh Abdi  student at the University of Payam Noor in 

Iranshahr with her brother Ali Abdi and her fiance Saman Ebrahimpur  were arrested  by 

security forces and transferred to an unknown location, the reason for the arrest is not 

known. 
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Monday 7th December, in the end of “Student day” free podium ceremony was held at 

Allameh Tabatabai University, during the ceremony unidentified people threw pepper 

gas into the hall and the ceremony was abandoned. 

Friday 11th December, Mohammad  Afra ,accounting student of Islamic Azad University 

in Iranshahr , was arrested by agents of intelligence services, the reasons and 

whereabouts are not known. 

Sunday 20th December, a group of students at Tehran University to protest the summons 

of several students to the disciplinary committee, gathered in front of the administration 

building of the university. 

Tuesday 22nd December, Farshad Amini a Kurdish student at Tehran University was 

arrested by security forces. 

Saturday 26th December, a number of graduates and university students of Oil and 

Industry university protested in front of  Ministry of oil and industry due to Oil Minister’s 

statement on the ban on all hiring and attracting human resources . 

Tuesday 5th January, Students of architectural Azad University of Mashhad have gathered 

on campus because of changes in students fees. 

Thursday 7th January, students of Oil College in Abadan to protest the lack of commitment 

by Ministry of Oil to the employment of students in the Faculty of Petroleum went on 

hunger strike. 

Wednesday 13th January, students of  Azad University and the University of Applied 

Sciences in Sanandaj to protest against the non-admission to the exam due to non-

payment of tuition fees gathered at universities. 

Friday 17th January, students in institutions of higher learning art and architectural 

treasures in Kermanshah that long ago objected about unfavorable conditions of classes 

and lack of educational facilities were summoned by disciplinary committee. 

Friday 22nd January, students of the Faculty of Economics and Administrative Sciences in 

Ferdowsi University of Mashhad gathered in front of the professor’s office that a student 

in front of it depleted himself to protest his bad scores. 

Saturday 30th January, Students of Azad University in Kashan protested because of the 

bad behavior of guards of university. 

Children: 

In the field of human rights abuses 1218512 cases for 1218496 people have been 

registered. 
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Thursday 26th November, Sahar Shokri five-year old girl was bleeding after doing 

circumcision for her, she was sent to hospital and her condition is inappropriate. 

Friday 27th November, a three-day baby who was lefted in street in city of Maybod by her 

addicted parents was founded alive after passing 20 hours . 

Saturday 28th November, in the hospital health care, "Ashrafi Esfahani", in Khomeini 

Shahr of Isfahan province chin of a four years old child was stitched , after his parents 

were unable to pay 150 thousand Tomans, the doctor decided to split the stitches. 

Sunday 29th November, the founder of Mahak institute said that hospitals don’t accept 

children with cancer who have not a life expectancy refrain, so that the sick children of 

distant cities such as Sistan and other cities will be transported to hospitals in Tehran so 

the admissions are in trouble. 

Monday 7th December, an unknown identified baby boy abandoned in the neighborhood 

of Shah Jahan Abad in maybod city gets along with a note stating that his family are not 

able to provide him with care. 

Sunday 13th December, oil leakage of a heater in one of the classrooms of the Bargahi 

Village in Bushehr province caused by fires in this residential school. 

Wednesday 16th December, schools made of tent and the lack of educational facilities in 

the cities like Nikshahr is still problems which are not solved yet. 

Sunday 20th December, a high school girl who is punished for having a cell phone by the 

school principal after three days in one of the treatment centers in Robat Karim died. 

Wednesday 23rd December, three girl students after classes due to locking doors by 

school officials in Gorgan  , couldn’t get out of school until the beginning of the night and 

were detained at the school. 

Thursday 24th December, Majid Ghadami the chairman of  exceptional training schools of 

Sistan and Baluchestan announced that being skinny is very obvious in students in the 

province and they suffer from malnutrition and stated that the province's schools must 

care about this for all students, even students which are blind and disabled. 

Saturday 26th December, the head of Department of Education in Dezful announced that 

500 student dropouts at all level in the city that sixty per cent of whom are girls. 

Thursday 31st December, students of seventh grade in a governmental school of Bafgh 

city in Yazd province because of their low grades in examination hanged themselves. 

Saturday 2nd January, Hussein Ali of Iman school, Sadegh Jalilipout of Soroush school,and 

Kianoosh Shayegan of Tohid school from exceptional schools in Tehran due to air analog 

having trouble breathing and later died in hospital. 
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Tuesday 5th January, Afghan nationalities students in a school in Damavand were beaten 

for mischief. 

Wednesday13th January, a ninth grade female student threw herself  from an apartment 

and lost her life. 

Saturday 16th January, a middle-aged father killed his teenage daughter (15 years) with 

Shovel, when he realized that she wants to divorce her husband he wanted to punish her 

. 

Tuesday 23rd January, a boy's secondary school student in Kermanshah hanged himself 

in school bathroom by a rope. 

Monday 25th January, the officials of Loghman hakim school , between the border of Karaj 

and Kamal Shahr city when realized that an Afghan school boy is not able to pay his school 

fee , first they deprived him from attending school and then they expelled him. 

Thursday 28th January, in the wake of falling roof of a rotten house in Zahedan two 

children lost their lives. 

Sunday 31st January, a member of teacher union in Khuzestan  talked about the lack of 

motivation between teachers as well as non-payment of end of service reward to retirees 

and said the schools of province has no hot water and they have been deprived of air-

conditions at the heat of 40 degrees. 

Saturday 6th February, education director of Dezful in Sardasht district said that the  lack 

of proper education and communication facilities , including the problems of students in 

the area and road problems : Sixteen primary school student in  Lotfabad village in 

Sardasht  are failed to go to school due to lack of proper road. 

Wednesday 10th February, two juvenile offenders convicted of breaking supermarket 

glass in January this year, in the city of Sari were paraded in the streets. 

Thursday 11th February, one of students of Saghez with diabetes because of the mischief 

and bringing his toys to school, the teacher rather than a hint slapped him and puts his 

feet on his hand to do not repeat it again. 

Friday 12th February, deputy of Physical and Health in Education Department said that 

students in the school suffer of malnutrition and the situation is worse in deprived areas. 

Saturday 13th February, Mohammad Ajami director of Aliens and Foreign Immigrants 

Affairs  in Razavi province said in addition to twenty thousand babies were born in the 

province, that he said are anonymous, these infants are result of marriage of Afghan 

nationals with Iranian nationals. 

Saturday 13th February, three years old boy in the city of Sari has died in AbuAli Sina 

hospital because of her mother abuse. 
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Friday 19th February, thirty students in Fatemih mosque in Arsyman village of Isfahan 

turn on stove, fifteen of whom were suffering from poisoning with Carbon monoxide gas 

and were taken to hospital. 

Women Affairs: 

In the field of human rights violations for women, 40639 cases have been recorded for 

40636 people. 

Tuesday 24th November,  a woman from Afghan national was murdered by her husband  

by several lashes with a gas hose in Tehran. 

Sunday 29th November, an addicted man living in Qazvin street of Tehran , because his 

wife objected to not have dinner with him , he cut her head by a knife. 

Sunday 29th November,Tehran Symphony Orchestra concert at the opening of Club World 

Wrestling Championship was canceled because of  Music players were women. 

Tuesday 8th December, a woman sentenced to stoning for adultery by Criminal Court 

warrant in Gilan province. 

Thursday 7th January, police chief of Chalus city announced that five traditional coffee 

shops were shut down because of bad hijab. 

Thursday 4th February, Cooperation Minister's adviser on women's affairs and social 

welfare said that although women have made considerable improvement in the field of 

education but in terms of social activities and social welfare indicators are not in good 

condition. 

Monday 8th February, a young girl from Helshy village in the province of Kermanshah 

committed suicide with hunting rifle. 

Tuesday 16th February, despite Iranian volleyball federation officials agreement which 

was opposed by local authorities in Kish Island, the women are deprived from watching 

International beach volleyball matches on the island. 

Cultural Affairs: 

In the cultural field, 63 cases of human rights violations have been registered for 42 

individuals. 

Tuesday 24th November, Hussein Zaman a singer and musician who was banned in 2012 

for unspecified reasons deprived not only of music but is banned from teaching  at 

University. 
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Monday 30th November, Yaghma Gulrooey the poet and songwriter, security forces 

raided his house and arrested him after the inspection he was transferred to an unknown 

location and his condition is unknown. 

Thursday 10th December, in the branch 28 of the Revolutionary Court presided  by Judge 

Moghiseh , Mehdi Rajabian musician and founder of Site “barge Music”, Hossein Rajabian 

independent filmmaker and the photographer Yousef Emadi on charges of blasphemy  

sentenced each one to five years in prison and  on charges of propaganda against regime 

each one to one year imprisonment and few million Tomans as fine. 

Tuesday 15th December, release permit of the documentary named “I’m Naser Hejazi” 

which has faced objection by a former aide to Nasser Hejazi was canceled by Judiciary 

order. 

Tuesday 15th December, Mohammad Reza Haj Rustam Begloo the poet by some people 

who announced that they are police arrested and was taken to an unknown location. 

Sunday 20th December, Fatima Moetamed Arya was prohibited from acting and he was 

replaced by another person in the series of Nourooz. 

Saturday 26th December, a film named “the girl's home” was banned by the order of 

Ministry of Culture because some amendments were not resolved. 

Sunday 27th December, Office of the Ministry of Culture Barrier licensing music album 

composed by Majid Derakhshan named “ Khroush” and still banned him from working. 

Monday 4th January,Hossein maleki cultural deputy of Allameh Tabatabai University  said 

music education classes in cultural centers are prohibited. 

Tuesday 12th January, the manager of cultural and artistic organizations  who was 

responsible for mixed northern dance in the streets of Rasht, on charges of holding street 

dance costumes was summoned and detained. 

Sunday 24th January, Fatemeh Moetamed Arya and Kaveh Ebrahimpour the actors and 

filmmaker of  movie named “ Yahia not going to be silent”  for Reviewing meeting  the 

movie were travelled to Kashan city when entering the cinema hall were attacked by 

Extremist forces and withdraw them from the city.  

Tuesday 26th January, Sahar Mohammadi female singer in “Mah Banu” band despite being 

acquitted in court but still is prohibited from teaching and working. 

Guilds Affairs: 

In guilds field 6023 cases of human rights violations have been recorded for 6012 

individuals. 
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Tuesday 15th December, Hamid Rahimi, a member of the Teacher's Union in front of  the 

Department of Education sat out to protest the lack of attention to the situation of the 

Iranian Teachers' Association spokesman Mahmoud Beheshti and went on hunger strike 

was arrested and taken to court in  Isfahan city. 

Wednesday 16th December, the branch 26 of the Revolutionary Court sent a statement to 

Davoud Razavi the board member of the Vahed Syndicate on charges of gathering and 

colluding with intent to act against national security and disturbing public order and 

peace by participating in illegal gatherings in January this year should be present in court. 

Wednesday16th December, Mr.Ghadamali Photographer with experience in oil industry 

was expelled from his work without anybody take the responsibility for it and the reason 

is unknown. 

Thursday 17th December, some of educators of Fooladshar in Isfahan have gathered in 

the meeting salon of Motahari to protest the delay in finishing construction procedures 

of apartments for educators. Minister of Education also attended the gathering of 

protesters in the face of anger and protest, of protestors he left the place quickly. 

Friday 8th January, preschool teachers in Gilan, gathered in front of  governor department 

to protest the uncertainty of their employment and demanded an investigation into their 

situation. 

Sunday 10th January, furniture guilds in protest against raising taxes while the problem 

of tax for importing raw materials is unsolved; they refrained from filling out tax forms. 

Wednesday 14th  January, primary school teachers due to lack of employment after seven 

years in the city of Kermanshah gathered in Saqez city.  

Saturday 16th January, the number of doctors gathered in protest to a Ministry of Health 

and Medical Education to obtain the money ultrasound gynecologists and self-referential 

issue in front of the Ministry of Health, were arrested. 

Sunday 17th January, Three hundred employees of Arak Petrochemical, Tabriz, Isfahan 

and Amir Kabir petrochemicals in protest at the lack of employment status after 

transferring petrochemical units to the private sector gathered in Tehran. 

Sunday 17th January, 100 of retired teachers because of living conditions and lack of 

implementation of Article 125 of the law gathered outside management services 

department in front of parliament of country. 

Monday 25th January, the Public Prosecutor of Tehran said that largest restaurant in East 

Campus of Tehran has shut down because of the immoral and non-compliance issues and 

legal issues, seven individual were arrested also in related case. 
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Monday  25th January, Gas Company employees in Golestan Province to protest against 

discrimination between permanent and contract personnel gathered in front of the 

headquarters building supplies, protesters also demanded the right to overtime pay and 

their demands. 

Sunday 31st January, Female teachers in school and preschool sector due to lack of 

recruitment by the Ministry of Education gathered in front of Parliament. 

Monday 1st February, workers of agriculture’s insurance due to lack of recruitment and 

their insurance state went on strike in front of the Parliament. 

Monday 1st February, Saeed Zamanian dehkordi the representative of Shahr Kurd city in 

Parliament said that the steel Companie’s Retirement severance pay despite of promises 

of representatives and the authorities to follow-up is still unpaid. 

Monday 1st February, a group of cafe owners to protest the closure of hundred and fifty 

Cafe shops in Tabriz city gathered in front of the police headquarters. 

Monday 1st February, The finances department of the country during the proclamation of 

the demands to trade unions has asked the organization to deliver their tax returns; 

following the advice more than fifty per cent of the gold shops in Tehran's bazaar went 

on strike. 

Thursday 4th February, a group of individual drivers in Sanandaj to protest at plans of taxi 

lines department to prevent and impede transport ting passengers by private vehicles in 

the city of Sanandaj and they will fine the amount of eighty thousand Tomans , gathered 

in front of the governor of the city. 

Monday 8th February, the staff of health center in Asadabad in Hamadan to protest the 

non-payment of their salaries for three months gathered in front of the health center. 

Monday 8th February, eighty-five bus drivers in Abadan to protest the non-payment of 

their salaries for two months stopped working and no passengers were pasted. 

National Minorities: 

In ethnic minorities field 5076 cases of human rights violations have been recorded for 

5070 people. 

Monday 23rd November, Rahim Gholami, Ali Kheyrjoo, Morteza Parvin, Ali Vaseghi, 

Meysam Jolani, Tohid Amir Amini, Mohsen (Babak) Mohsen Zadeh and Saeed Sadeghifar 

from Ardabil  civil activists were arrested during the recent protests (over two weeks 

arrest) they are still under detention and held in Ardebil prison. 

Tuesday 24th November, Mehdi Deyhmi civil rights activist from Miyandoaab after being 

summoned to the police station of Chahar Borj , he was arrested to pass his one year in 
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prison on charges of propaganda against regime and was transferred to  Maragheh 

prison. 

Saturday 9th January, Yousef Sohrabi  was arrested by agents of  Intelligence services in 

Saqez city. He was beaten and insulted without a prosecution warrant. 

Tuesday 12th January, Dana Hassani Kurdish civil activist, was arrested by security forces 

of Intelligence Office in Sanandaj, his condition is unknown. 

 Thursday 14th January, Salah Hosseini civil rights activist was detained by Saleh Abad 

security guards in Saqez he was kept for four hours and with taking a commitment of him 

to do not do any civil activities and guilds affairs was released. 

Wednesday 29th January, the intelligence services of Hamedan was seized the car of 

Mr.Emadadin Zehi the former political activist who was in prison of Hamedan for six 

years , they refuse to give him back his car despite his exoneration  by court.  

Wednesday 29th January, in October this year, the Ministry of Intelligence detained 

Maulvi Abdulrahim Gergij , Movlavi Abdulhakim Gergij,Movlavi Jomeh Gargij, Maulvi 

Mohammad Baloch, Maulvi Alireza Ashtarak, and Ibrahim Zarrin and Mohammed 

Turkmen  the religious Balouch activists living in Golestan province, about their 

situations no news available. 

Sunday 31st January, Hossein Rahmani Ayrandgan in December this year,has been 

arrested by Iranian Revolutionary Guards to take over and no charges about him have 

been announced to his family. 

Wednesday 3rd February,former political prisoner Hossein Kamangar was arrested by 

security forces in the city of Kamyaran and moved to an unknown location. 

Saturday 6th February,Behnam Sheikhi a civil rights activist in  December this year was 

arrested and was summoned to court in Tehran. 

Sunday 7th February, Keykaus Abbaspour civil rights activist of Azerbaijan by security 

forces was detained and interrogated for several hours. 

Thursday 11th February, Salman Hossein Panahi Kurdish political activist was beaten by 

security agents and taken to an unknown location. 

Tuesday 16th February, the governor agentsof Ahvaz with bulldozers raided  the houses 

in Mashali area of Ahvaz which belong to Arab People and destroyed them. 

Wednesday 17th February, Farhad Saed mageshi, Payam Saed majeshi, Sirvan Saed 

Majeshi and Hussein majeshi citizens of Kamyany were detained in the custody of the 

Intelligence Bureau for two and a half months. 
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Thursday 18th February,Abu Bakr Mollazahi from Nasirabad area in Sistan Baluchistan 

who was detained in central prison of Zahedan ,has transferred to the detention center 

of the Ministry of Intelligence. 

Thursday 18th February , an Azerbaijani citizen in the wake of criticism of the constitution 

of Iran  in East Azerbaijan in a program held by the National Iranian Broadcast, was 

captured and taken to an unknown location, his identity is not known. 

Thursday 18th February, Afsaneh Bayazidi Kurdish political activist from Bokan was 

summoned by the Ministry of Intelligence and threatened for speaking out against the 

election, between a group of students and was interrogated. 

Religious minorities: 

In the field of religious minorities, 282 cases of human rights violations have been 

recorded for 262people. 

Saturday 28th November, Navid Aghdasi a Baha'is in Tehran, was arrested in November 

this year no news about the whereabouts and the reasons for the arrest are unknown. 

Sunday 6th December, Abdul Rahim Gergij, Abdulhakim Gargij, Jomeh Gargij, Mohammad 

Baloch, Ibrahim Zarin an a Turkmen citizen of Gonbad-e Kavous from the Sunni 

Clergymen of Baloch residents in the province of Golestan were arrested in October this 

year, no knowledge of the situation and charges against them. 

Tuesday 15th December, the stores of Baha'i citizens is Sari that were closed in June this 

year due to continuing working on an official holiday , they are still sealed. 

Wednesday 16th December, Maulvi Obaidullah Baloch Sunni imam in Yeka Tut village in 

the city of Behshar from Mazandarn province, after going to the province Clerical Court 

was arrested. 
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Saturday19th December, Parvaneh Rahmani (Raufi) Baha'i citizen arrested after 

searching her house and moved to an unknown location. 

Sunday 20th December, destroyed part of the cemetery Mandaeans (Sabean) in Susangerd 

by unidentified agents took place and not any official statements of officials and agents of 

the incident have not been identified. 

Wednesday 23rd December, Saman Rahmani, a Christian converts arrested by security 

forces in Mahabad and taken to an unknown location. 

Wednesday 23rd December, Meysam Hojati Christian converts in an argument by plain 

clothes agents of the intelligence agency, was arrested with a warrant. 

Friday 25th December , Mohsen Javadi, Elahe Izadi, Mohammad Golshani Kia, Reza 

Mohammadi, Mahmoud Salehi, Musa saripour, Ali Reza Ghanbari, Mohammad Reza 

Soltanian, baradar Khalil, along with another person of Christian converts in Christmas 

celebrations in a house church in Shiraz were arrested by plainclothes officers. 

Monday 11th January, Arsalan Mirzaee , third semester student of engineering materials 

in Chamran University in Ahvaz , was expelled from university for being a Baha'i. 

Wednesday 13th January, Movlavi Doost Mohammed Raeesi, the Friday prayer Imam of 

Nasir Abad was summoned to the Ministry Intelligence office in Zahedan for two times to 

be interrogating and the reason is unknown. 

Wednesday13th January, Mehnoosh Shafiee a Baha'I citizen after receiving the eviction of 

the University of Samangan,  all of her bachelor's degrees were revoked by the authorities 

of university. 

Thursday 21st January,  Mehrdad Zehni Miandoab a Baha'i student after enrollment in the 

second semester of Miandoab Payam Noor University in Industrial Engineering was 

banned from the University measurement site for being Baha'is. 

Thursday 21st January, Maedeh Khalil Amiri, a Baha'i  citizen after four months of 

enrollment at the University of Sooreh in Tehran was expelled due to being a Baha'i. 

Thursday 21st January, Mina Mohammadi, a Baha'i resident of Birjand, South Khorasan 

province and registered to receive an associate degree and Apply for Science degree from 

the University of Birjand branch one. When she went to there the university security 

officials told her that for being Baha'is is not allowed to study and register. 

Thursday 21st January, bridal accessories store for Neda Abdian a Baha'is in the city of Aq 

Qala in Golestan province was attacked by unknown persons and the glasses of store was 

broken. 

Sunday 24th January, four Baha'is in Gorgan by the Revolutionary Court, were sentenced 

to a total of 193 years in prison. 
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Monday 25th January, Hossein Baronzadeh (Daniel), Mahmoud Bahrami,Rahman 

Bahmani (Zia) and Amin  Khaki accused of promoting Christianity , January this year were 

summoned to court. 

Friday 5th February, Basir Ibrahimi student of Alameh Mohades Nouri University ,because 

of the belief in the Baha'i faith was banned from continuing his education at the 

undergraduate architecture. 

Sunday 7th February, the agents of prosecutor's office in Isfahan province have closed the 

stores of  Mehrdad Haghighi and Korosh Pyrjmaly two Baha'is citizens. 

Saturday 13th February, Keyvan Nikian, Adib Janmian, Arshia Rouhani, Vahid Karami and 

Yeganeh Agahi , Baha’I citizens who were summoned to the court without prior notice in 

the court of Isfahan the judicial authorities told them that the trial is holding in just a 

moment and they were not allowed to have lawyer or their family with them. 

Labor States: 

In the field of Labor affairs 199507 cases of human rights violations have been recorded 

for 181169 individuals. 

Sunday 22nd November, a worker due to falling down from unfinished building in East 

Azerbaijan lost his life. 

Monday 23rd November, two heavy vehicle drivers when stripping the trashes from 

Mineral Complex in Gol gohar Sirjan, in Kerman province lost their lives due to falling 

debris. 

Tuesday 24th November, 120 municipal workers of Sardasht to three months of unpaid 

wages gathered in protest and refused to go to work. 

Tuesday 24th November ,Justice department of Khuzestan province in Bandar Khomeini 

issued a directive banning gatherings related to the demands of workers' rights and with 

any kind of illegal assembly and disturbing will encounter . 

Wednesday 25th November, by the destruction of the walls of drainage well in the area of 

Tajrish in Tehran a worker from Afghan citizens lost his life. 

Wednesday 25th November, a worker while was repairing a bus, the bus crashed on him 

and he lost his life. 

Thursday 26th November, a construction worker in New Town Sahand died in East 

Azerbaijan remained under the lift. 

Tuesday 1st December, due to Lushan Cement workers protests in front of the Mostazafan 

Foundation in Tehran in November this year, seven of the protestor workers were laid 

off from this unit, the reasons for this protest was non-payment of wage and pressure of 
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employers on workers with experience in the unit to force them to quit or ask for 

redemption. 

Tuesday 1st December, a worker at Profile making factory in Tabriz, his arm stocked in 

the engine and due to a concussion he lost his life. 

Saturday 5th December, failure to comply with safety principles when were destroying a 

building a worker fall into a well at a depth of 30 meters at the checkpoint of Nematabad 

in Tehran . 

Sunday 6th December, a construction worker in a fall from scaffolding in Kerman province 

lost his life. 

Monday 7th December, a worker due to a wall collapse in Sanandaj corn storage silos 

buried under several tons of corn and died. 

Thursday 10th December, two owners of a herd and an Afghan national worker in Semnan 

province due to a lack of safety and accommodation died with gas leakage in their room. 

Monday 14th December, a wells worker during digging a well in a house in Tehran  

because the walls of the well collapsed ,he lost his life. 

Tuesday 15th December, 400 contract workers in phases 20 and 21 of Assaluyeh to 

protest their wages delayed four months stopped working. 

Tuesday15th December, two workers due to smother with gas in a well with 20 meters 

depth in Mashhad, they lost their lives. 

Tuesday15th December, Morteza Lotfi member of the Tehran Chamber of Deputies and 

vice chairman of Producers Guild announced the end of this year at least 50 per cent of 

the country's cement production units in Syaman due to economic difficulties will not be 

able to pay the salaries of employees and workers. 

Wednesday 16th December, workers at the Haft Tapeh in Khuzestan Pars Paper factory 

stopped working due to failure to pay three months wages. 

Saturday 19th December, in Bandar Imam Special Economic Zone in Maroon 

petrochemical and polyethylene unit in the wake of the explosion two workers suffered 

burns and were taken to hospital. 

Saturday 19th December, a worker of being drawn into a food mixer machine factory in 

the industrial zone of Tous, lost his life. 

Sunday 20th December, Ali Nejati the labor activist and member of the board of directors 

of the Haft Tapeh Sugarcane Workers' Syndicate, was summoned to Branch 3 of the 

Revolutionary Court in Andimesh, charges of propaganda against the regime, going to 

library and attending reading official meetings in the city. 
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Sunday 20th December, a group of Municipality workers in Shiraz  due to non-payment of 

three months of their wages gathered in front of the municipal center. 

Monday 21st December, workers of Zanjan railway lines for the second time due to non-

receipt of their wages have gathered at Railway Square of the city. 

Monday 21st December, coal miners  of Negin-Tous, two to three months did not receive 

wages and benefits. 

Monday21st December, a worker died by falling debris from a building under 

construction in Tehran. 

Tuesday 22nd December, a group of Parsian refinery workers gathered in protest at the 

uncertainty of their employment status. 

Tuesday 22nd December, a group of farmers gathered to protest in front of the governor 

of Ilam Province to the rise in the cost of poultry and lack of state support of this great 

union. 

Tuesday 22nd December, a worker by falling rubbles on him in a under construction 

building in Pasdaran streets in Tehran lost his life. 

Tuesday 22nd December, thirty-four Ardal factory workers protest the employer's lack of 

attention to early retirement and no deposit premium of four per cent by the employer 

have gathered against an office of a company's shareholders in the streets of Tehran. 

Thursday 24th December, thousands of workers in the South Pars Assaluyeh due to non-

payment of their outstanding wages for five months went on strike. 

Friday 25th December, due to lack of safety at work a worker in a fall from a height of 30 

meters in sand mining of QazalQoum in Khalkhal died . 

Monday 28th December, two Afghan nationals working on water and waste pit due to wall 

collapsed died in Kashan. 

Monday 28th December, hundreds of protesting workers and the electricity industry 

because of the indifference of the government and parliament officials in their demands 

camped in front of the Parliament. 

Monday 28th December, a worker in the rubble of a building demolished in East 

Azerbaijan died and four other workers were transferred to Imam Reza Hospital. 

Tuesday 29th December, a cargo aircraft in Khuzestan province on the path of 

Hndyjan_Dubai sank and one worker was missing. 

Friday 1st January, nine of  Pars paper workers in Haft Tapeh due to respiratory poisoning 

with chlorine injured and were hospitalized at Neza Mafi hospital in Shoosh city. 
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Saturday 2nd January, a worker of municipality during his duty in chain accident in 

Mashhad lost his life. 

Saturday 2nd January, Ali Fayez Poor a labor activist  in Tabriz revolutionary court 

presided  by Judge Imani in propaganda against the regime, was sentenced to eight 

months in prison. 

Sunday 3rd January, the workers of Electric high voltage power have gathered due to lack 

of follow-up meetings held inTehran for demands of the workers. 

Sunday 3rd January, 500 workers of Eastern Alborz coal mines protesting against wage 

arrears gathered in front of the governor of Damghan outside the headquarters of the 

mine company. 

Monday 4th January, as a result of a fire inside sewer pipes, three workers injured and 

three others have died in phase 14th of  Asalooyeh special zone. 

Tuesday 5th January, a worker from Bokan in their workplace because of snow and cold 

air he had heart attack and lost his life. 

Tuesday 5th January, hundred contract workers of subway in Tehran to protest the non-

payment of former contractor they gathered outside the Tehran City Council. 

Tuesday 5th January, 85 thousand retired of steel industries covered by a pension fund  

have not been paid for three months. 

Tuesday 5th January, workers of Chabahar water treatment plant went on strike due to 

not receiving their salaries for six months. 

Tuesday 5th January, Akbar Abrna  a worker of Zagros animal shelter in Kermanshah as a 

result of a fire in one of the containers had lost his life. 

Wednesday 6th January, the workers in Khazar Tiles factory protested for non-payment 

of two months’ salary and bonuses of 2015 and a four-year unpaid severance. 

Thursday 7th January, two construction workers fell from the eighth floor of a building 

under construction in Tehran pars area in Tehran and lost their lives. 

Friday 8th January, A fire at a poultry farm in the village of Chahar Borji the owner of the 

poultry and a worker lost their lives. 

Friday8th January, a worker at a manufacture for making tools in Razan town fall and 

injured in five yards well , because of severe injuries was taken to Valiasr hospital in 

Razan. 

Friday8th January, a dock worker when working on Kharg Island oil export terminals fell 

into the sea and lost his life. 
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Friday8th January, workers of  ODCC company in Assaluyeh have gathered to protest 

failing to get a monthly salary. 

Saturday 9th January, due to the slowdown in the construction, 200 units of making Stone 

in Fars province shut down and thousands of workers lost their jobs in these units. 

Saturday 9th January , workers of Tubes and Profile production  gathered to protest the 

unpaid salaries for three months in Baharestan town in Karaj . 

Saturday 9th January, petrochemical workers in phases 20, 21, 14.17, and 18 to protest 

their unpaid  wages went on strike. 

Sunday 10th January, Abyek cement factory workers protest non-payment of five months 

stopped working. 

Sunday 10th January, six hundred temporary workers of Bandar Imam Khomeini to 

protest discrimination in wages and benefits and job insecurity gathered in front of the 

office of Imam Khomeini port zone. 

Sunday 10th January, the owner of Iran- Wood said that due to market downturn eighteen 

contract workers at the plant after the end of the contract will be dismissed. 

Sunday 10th January, the Hafiz tile factory in Shiraz closed because of debts to the gas 

company and six thousand workers are unemployed. 

Sunday10th January, due to the financial crisis in the steel plant in Khorramabad, Lorestan 

province, the unit stopped and workers were laid off. 

Monday 11th January, because of oil tank explosion in Suger Factory of Naghadeh two 

workers killed. 

Monday 11th January, a worker in the agricultural wells has suffocated with gas in the city 

CIRIC of Hormozgan province and lost his life. 

Wednesday 13th January, 100 workers of Alborz markazi to protest non- payment of their 

wage gathered in front of the Governor of Mazandaran. 

Wednesday 13th January, Davood Razavi, the Vahed Syndicate members on charges of 

gathering and colluding with intent to act against national security, disturbing public 

order and peace by participating in illegal gatherings was tried in Branch 26 of the 

Revolutionary Court. 

Thursday 14th January, three workers due to fall from height in Zarand Iranian steel 

projects one dead and two wounded. 
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Thursday 14th January, Five hundred and fifty former workers of textile factories (Meh 

nakh and Narnakh Qazvin) since May 2010 has been deferred pending receipt of their 

wages and years. 

Friday 15th January, a worker in lead Industrial Company on the impact by a truck has 

lost his life. 

Saturday 16th January, Twelve workers opposing in Cement company of Dorood  by sue 

of the employer were arrested. 

Saturday16th January, Director General of the Social Security in Mazandaran province 

announced from the beginning of the year two thousand workers have been laid off so 

far. 

Sunday 17th January, workers of Phases 22 ,24 in Kangan contracting phases due to failure 

to receive three months salary went on strike .Dozen workers were arrested by the police 

and transferred to the central prison of Bushehr. 

Sunday 17th January, two hundred miners of Joe Coal Mine in Tabas were dismissed with 

three months of unpaid wages. 

Monday 18th January, a construction worker in a fall from a height of 20 yards lost his life 

in Isfahan. 

Tuesday19th January, Piles and block market recession in Shiraz is to the extent that now 

40 percent of the production units have been closed and semi-closed. 

Friday 22nd January, a worker in a fall from a crane in the ice cream factory in Mashhad 

lost his life. 

Saturday 23rd January, three workers were in a well of 15 meters in Mashhad suffered 

suffocation with gas and lost their lives. 

Saturday 23rd January, Workers Union organized demonstrations demanding with their 

collection of wage arrears in projects Phase 14 of Assaluyeh. 

Sunday 24th January, seventy-five workers of Khazar Tiles company in Gilan who refused 

to sign the consent imposed by their employer are not allowed in the workplace. 

Sunday 24th January, eighty workers of GHoo  vegetable Oil factory to protest non-

payment of demands and problems caused by mismanagement of their union gathered 

outside the plant. 

Sunday 24th January, two Afghan workers while working in a well in Niyayesh tunnel have 

lost their their lives by gas. 
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Monday 25th January, from 180 units of cutting stones in Aligoodarz , Lorestan province  

there are  less than ten functional unit that closure of 170 units have caused about five 

thousand unemployment workers. 

Monday 25th January, Official staffs of Petrochemical company who were assigned to the 

private sector in Assaluyeh and Mahshahr protested about the uncertain in employment 

with a rally in front of Oil Department in Tehran. 

Monday 25th January, two workers on the drilling in Tehran lost their lives as a result of 

suffocation with gas. 

Monday 25th January, tanker explosion in enterprise of Pol Film in Qazvin province, four 

workers were injured and one person lost his life. 

Tuesday 26th January, 500 hundred coal miners of Tazareh in protest against wage 

arrears  gathered in front of the office building in Shahrood. 

Tuesday 26th January, 200 hundred Mazandaran textile factory workers protest non-

payment of their wage demands gathered against the governor Ghaemshahr for the 

fourth time. 

Tuesday 26th January, twenty workers from Khatoon Abad copper mine in Kerman 

province were arrested for participating in union meetings in recent days to protest 

amendment and unemployed. 

Thursday  28th January, a worker in a laundry shop has lost his life due to gas emissions 

in the workplace in Tehran. 

Saturday 30th January, workers of Qazvin Power Meter manufacture protest non-

payment of wages gathered in front of the governor of Qazvin . 

Saturday 30th January, 100 of the coal miners of Zemestan Ute coal mine with their 

families to protest their guild problems in Golestan province gathered in front of the 

governorate building in Azadshahr. 

Saturday 30th January, four hundred miners of Tarzeh coal mine gathered to protest their 

wage arrears and non-payment. 

Saturday 30th January, a contractor worker in Marjan Petrochemical Company located in 

the second phase of Assaluyeh in a fall from scaffolding lost his life. 

Sunday 31st January, hundreds of contracting workers in phases 20 and 21 of Assaluyeh 

to protest wage arrears stopped working and gathered in the courtyard of the workshop. 

Sunday 31st January, on the sixth day in a row the coal miners of Tazareh to protest their 

guild problems gathered in front of office building Alborz mine in Shahrood. 
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Sunday 31st January, a construction worker doing his job in Mashhad fell into a well with 

a depth of twenty feet and was seriously injured. 

Monday 1st February, two workers as a result of the explosion of a tanker carrying 

bitumen in Hormozgan province killed and two others injured . 

Monday 1st February, two hundred of Haft Tapeh Cane Suger factory to protest the non-

payment and wage demands for two months they gathered in front of the office building 

of the complex. 

Tuesday 2nd February, at the past two months Kavir Yazd tile factory production line has 

been completely shut down and more than two hundred and fifty workers of the factory 

have been laid off. 

Thursday 4th February, workers who worke for Iman –Nasr masjed Soleyman  

Contracting Company under the responsibility of Abadan municipality and other related 

organizations engaged in security work , have not been paid for three months. 

 Thursday 4th February, the workers of Jelin slaughterhouse due to closing of the 

slaughterhouse, they protested against the governor of Golestan. 

Friday 5th February, workers of Kayson contracting company working on Tehran Book 

Garden construction project in nine months that have not received their pay. 

Saturday 6th February, Hundred and Fifty protesters of Mazandaran Textile workers 

protest against the indifference of the employer regarding payment and their demands 

have gathered in front of the governor Ghaemshahr. 

Saturday 6th February, Executive Secretary of the Workers House of Khuzestan Aghayari 

Hosseini said : There are workers in Khuzestan who have not received their salaries for 

more than three months and units that are in limbo for several years. 

Saturday6th February, two hundred and fifty of Mazandaran Textile workers protesting 

against the indifference of the employer regarding payment gathered in front of the 

governor Ghaemshahr. 

Saturday6th February, agents of Tehran Municipality attacked and beat the workers of a 

car wash and the destroyed the place which was a mosque endowment land and after the 

destruction and putting barriers and embankment prevented the passage of people. 

Sunday 7th February, Hundreds of retirees of East Alborz Coal Mine in the second half of 

2014 have retired or already subject to early retirement in protest over jobs and harm of 

the guild unmet expectations were gathered in front of Mine office building. 

Monday 8th February, construction workers trade associations in city of Nishapur, sent a 

letter to the Khorasan Razavi Managing Director of Social Security, protested about the 

performance of Social Security Administration of the city. 
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Monday 8th February, hundreds of workers of the Kavir Yazd Tile factory who have lost 

their jobs were gathered in front of Yazd Governor to protest for their demands. 

Monday 8th February, workers of phase 19 in Assaluyeh to protest the four-month legal 

deferred gathered in the courtyard of the workshop. 

Tuesday 9th February, a labor activist Osman Ismaili  on charges of propaganda in favor 

of anti-Islamic groups sentenced by the Islamic Revolution Court to one year 

imprisonment in Saqez city. 

Tuesday 9th February, eight hundred miners of Hashvny coal mines in Kerman to protest 

the non-payment of their wages went on strike for four months. 

Wednesday 10th February,one of the workers of Refah Chain store in Shahr Ray because 

of firing him from his job,he attempted suicide in workplace. 

Wednesday 10th February, Haft Tapeh Cane Suger workers went on strike due to not 

receiving their salaries. 

Thursday 11th February, two hundred and seventy of municipality’s workers in  

Khorramabad have not been paid for five months. 

Saturday 13th February,Haft Tapeh Cane Suger workers who before by the employer 

promises were reinstated to their jobs after not receiving their wages went on strike. 

Saturday 13th February, the number of workers of plaster factory in Bijar for unpaid 

wages and uncertainty gathered in front of the Bijar governorate building. 

Saturday13th February, urban gas explosion at a furnace of copper factory in Zanjan 

located in Naji town caused with one dead and one injured. 

Saturday13th February, a group of retired coal mine workers of Tazareh (Eastern Alborz) 

to protest the non-payment of their retirement years traveling to Tehran to protest 

against the Esfahan Steel Company. 

Saturday 13th February, two Afghan workers after poisoning with carbon monoxide in a 

building under construction in Tehran lost their lives. 

Saturday 13th February, Rahim Halfi daily-paid workers dredging in Ahvaz’s  Abfa when 

dredging sewage pool in Kian Abad in Al- Hadi station lost his life. 

Saturday 13th February, Andimeshk municipal contract workers due to failure to receive 

two months of their salaries they protested. 

Sunday 14th February, Mr. Ranjbar a bulldozer driver in gold mine of Aghdareh in TAKAB 

city on a collision with a truck lost his life. 
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Monday 15th February, a group of workers of Wagon Pars Company in Arak for several 

times during this year were demanding payment of their salaries and benefits. 

Monday 15th February, two hundred workers employed by sodium carbonate plant in 

Semnan because they haven’t received their wages for two months so they protested for 

their demands. 

Tuesday 16th February, fifty miners of Eastern Alborz coal mines due to non-payment of 

this company by govenement gathered in front of the Presidential Administration. 

Tuesday 16th February, Jabar Qaderi a labour of Javanrood city was fired from his job 

tiling, attempt to commit suicide. 

Wednesday 17th February, a worker of municipality in Ghaemshahr when was installing 

a banner, he fell from the crane and died. 

Wednesday 17th February, Four hundred workers of Cement-work contracer in phases 

20 and 21 of Assaluyeh to protest their legal deferred gathered in front of the main 

contractor management office.  

Wednesday 17th February, Davood Razavi, the Vahed Syndicate member was summoned 

by the Revolutionary Court Branch 26 in Tehran and sentenced to five years in prison. 

Environment and Health: 

In the field of environment and health 102659 cases of human rights violations have been 

registered for 102659 people. 

Friday 27th November, due to unregistered dam operations and  flooding of water in the 

region of Kangir in Ilam  archaeological sites related to the Sassanid empire  and early 

Islamic period been endangered. 

Sunday 6th December, 1300 villages in Sistan and Baluchestan have no water. 

Monday 7th December, 36 cases of H1 N1 flu type known as swine flu in the provinces of 

Kerman and Sistan-Baluchistan province have lost their lives. 

Wednesday 16th December, 10 people in Kurdistan to protest destruction of historic 

mineral springs named” Kani Bell” went on hunger strike. 

Wednesday 16th December, the deputy Health Minister said that the shortage of hospital 

beds in the country is a serious problem and added that according to various estimates 

ranging from 80 to 100 thousand hospital beds in the country are low. 

Thursday17th December, in the Khatam Alanbya clinic in the city of Mahabad in the wrong 

injection 4-year-old girl lost her life. 
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Friday 8th January, Jassem Jadry the Governor of Hormozgan announced that due to 

continuing drought and lack of raining this year the amount of water behind Isteghlal 

Dam in Minab has reached to dead volume. 

Friday 22nd January,the medical staff at a clinic in Khash in Sistan and Baluchestan 

Province refused to stitch the wounds of a woman because she hadn’t treatment costs. 

Thursday 28th January, at the plenary session of the Supreme Council the Minister of 

Energy Hamid Chitchian announced a reduction of forty billion cubic meters of renewable 

water in Iran we are facing a water crisis in some central provinces like Semnan, Markazi 

province . 

Friday 5th February, people of kazeroon city to protest against drying water of Parishan 

lake gathered in the village of Zavali. 

Wednesday 10 February, Doctor Mokhtar Hashemi supervising rescue group of Bell 

Springs because of environmental activism was summoned to the Revolutionary Court. 

Other cases: 

In the field of other 10088923 cases of human rights violations have been recorded to 

10088922 people. 

Wednesday 25th November, the sentence of whipping and exile for a famous athlete in the 

wake of a complaint of girl from him in 2015 for raping her in  Tehran penal court,  was 

confirmed by the Court. 

Tuesday 1st December, during the match between Persepolis and Naft of Tehran at the 

Takhti Stadium, one of the fans injured due to a lack of timely and differences opinion 

between the two groups of ambulance crew that who must transport him ,so he lost his 

life. 

Monday 14th December, a group of farmers of historical village named Verton in Isfahan 

province protesting against land speculation by charitable endowments institute have 

gathered in front of Governor Department of the city. 

Saturday  19th December, a young girl who made a car accident 100 meters from Imam 

Sajjad hospital , because of delay of hospital staff for 20-minute and due to injuries caused 

by severe bleeding she died. 

Monday  28th December, a young girl committed suicide by jumping from the pedestrian 

bridge in Resalat in Tehran . 

Wednesday 30th December, the situation  of Amjad Soleymani a painter and designer from 

Boukan and his sister Susan sister Soleimani, who were arrested by security forces in 

early January this year is not known. 
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Sunday 3rd January, the goalkeeper of Perspolis team , Soosh Makani  in the wake of the 

publication of his private photos  summoned to the Prosecutor's Office of Culture and 

Media, was arrested and transferred to Evin prison. 

Wednesday 6th January, Allah Bakhsh  Baloch due to the poverty  he is not able to get  

birth certificate for his daughter and his wife and himself. 

Sunday 10th January, 100 individuals of the physically disabled to protest for dam roads , 

and ignoring the right of disabled people to travel in the city and urban areas freely , 

gathered in front of Tehran Municipality. 

Thursday 14th January, the staffs of Social Security Organization for not getting their 

salaries in recent months have gathered in front of Social Security department in 

Taleghani Avenue in Tehran. 

Saturday 16th January, people in the city of Hashtgerd and Abyek due to lack of drinking 

water (piped) gas in winter time have gathered in front of Alborz Municipality. 

Tuesday 19th January, Rahim Alaei  a citizen from Saqez,  detained by security guards 

without explanation and was transferred to an unknown location. 

Tuesday 19th January, Alireza Mansouri, son of Mohammad Ali (Pirouz) Mansouri 

political prisoner in Rajai Shahr prison stormed by security forces and arrested at his 

work place and taken to an unknown location, the charges and the reasons for his arrest 

are not known. 

Sunday 24th January, the graduated of  teacher training college in 2009 have gathered in 

front of Ministry of Education to protest against not employing them. 

Monday  25th January,  the House of Foroohars, leaders of  Iran Nation Party who were 

killed in Tehran, was robbed for the second time. 

Monday 1st February,Roqiyeh Alizadeh, the wife of Abbas Lisani for some explanations 

was summoned by telephone to the Public and Revolutionary Court in Ardebil. 

Saturday 6th February, the judiciary spokesman Gholam Hossein Ejehei announced that 

eight activists of social networks in cyberspace were arrested because of electoral 

violations reported. 

Sunday 7th February, council members of Kerman city were determined that for keeping 

the dogs at home fifty thousand Tomans should be paid as fine. 

Thursday 11th February, Security office have banned boys and girls from gift giving like 

dolls and flowers, chocolates, etc. to each other in public places.And banned the shops to 

show these things in their stores. 
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Saturday 13th February, a young boy by jumping from a bridge in the city of Rasht took 

his own life. 

Sunday 14th February, in the wake to the protesters the authorities have closed three 

units of chromite mines in Ahmadi Kouhshahi area and the rest of the mining activities 

have come to be stagnant 

Monday 15th February, a mother in Chamran hospital in cesarean section when she was 

delivering her twins due to failing of medical staff suffered severe burns of her face, 

mouth and lungs and went into a coma. 

Monday15th February, when the municipality’s agents tried to collect the vendors from 

Azadi Street in Tehran, it led to conflict. 

Tuesday 16th February, Tehran representative in parliament, said almost 16 percent of 

the community's only source of income is subsidies forty-five thousand five hundred 

Tomans in a month as well as the members of the committee and support institutions 

involve this. Also there are ten millions of poor and non-identification people who do not 

receive pensions or retirement. 
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